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INTRODUCTION

Andre Langevin, who is now occupied as a C.B.C. pro-

ducer and feature writer for Le Magazine Maclean has gained con-

s'iderable recogni tion as a French·-Canadian novelist-- "Ecrivain

des mieux doues parmi ceux de la generation actuelle" is the

appraisal of Jean-Louis Majorl--and his literary repute is in

large measure a consequence of the success of his three novels:

d - d 1 2 . . .. . 1 'II 3 d dEva e e a nui t, . £,?ussleresura Vl e, an' ·L~2.et~ps......~_~

hommes. 4 The first two mentioned were each awarded the

Prix du Cercle du Livre de France, having been judged

the best French-Canadian novels by this company in their

respective years of publication. It is my personal

conviction that the last vlOrk, by offering a well presented

synthesis and development of the ideas perceived in the first

two novels, merits the highest distinction. In approaching

Langevin through a study of his novels, one may fairly

assume to be treading on safe ground, though it will readily

l"Andre Langevin", Archives des lettres canadfennes,
III (1964), 207.

2 (Montreal: Le Cercle du Livre de France, 1951) •

3 (Montreal: Le Cercle du Livre de France, 1953) •

4 (Montreal: Le Cercle du Livre de France, 1956).
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be admitted that this may not give an exhaustive view of his

literary merit, as he has also written plays and short stories.

The thesis limits itself to an examination of what is

considered here to be one of the central, though much ignored

themes of the novels, namely that of love, which will be

discussed in the chronological sequence of the novels. This

examination takes the form of a methodical analysis of

specific relationships that deal with (1) speculative love

between man and God, (2) individual love between man and

woman and (3) fraternal love between man and other men, and

which seem to arise naturally from the works themselves.

The relationships will be considered in a inverse order of

importance for each novel. One must immediately state that

none of these relationships is treated or developed in

splendid isolation from the others, and indeed they are all

interdependent, as may well be deduced from Langevin's reply

to a question about his third book, Le Temps de's' hornm:es:

"II prolonge Poussi~re sur la ville et se rattache ~ ses

dernieres pages. Je les forcerai ~ m'aimer. La pitie qui

m' a si mal reus si avec Madeleine, j e les en inonderai". 5 Even

if one is obliged to accept Langevin's rejection of his first

book on the grounds that it corresponds to a period of his

life which he would rather forget, one must nevertheless

t; 1 .-La Revue DOpU alre,.. (September 1961), p. 7.
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recognize it as testimony of a certain period of the writer's

existence, as constituting a part of his experiei:1ce, and as

influencing his future life and writings. It must therefore

.have relevance to an understanding of his two subsequent

novels.

Whatever the diversity of themes in Langevin's work,

be they solitude, anguish, violence~ winter etc., they all

have to do with human emotion and the communication of emotion

or the failure thereof. This theme has become a common-place

in mOdern literature but for that very reason it is important,

and it is appropriate to analyze the attempt to communicate

through love and all the latent possibilities as 'well as

consequences of this attempt.

"When I talk with you, socrates, the words seem to

get up and walk away. "6 Thus complains one of the opponents

of the learned philosopher after being trounced in a discus-

sion, and one may easily be left with a similar impression

after tryi:r;g to define the term "lpve". One may experience

and describe it, but when the task is set to define it, the

word seems "to g'et up and walk away"; in short, it seems to

defy any attempt at an all-embracing definiti.on. Most

defini.tions illuminate some feature or aspect of love, but

6Quoted by Avrum Stroll, Richard Popkin Introduction
to Philosophy (New York: Holt, Rinehart and WinstOn,--i961)~'
P:-S9. .
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most are misleading in some respect. Indeed, no simple

definition of love, capsulated in a phrase, is likely to do

justice to the variety and intensity of emotions which are

subsumed under that term•. Consequently, time will not be

lost in an attempt at a definition. On the other hand, it

is hoped that some clear notion of what love has meant in

the mind of Andre Langevin will emerge from the analysis

of the theme of love in his novels.



CHAPTER I

EVADE DE LA NUIT

God ·and Man

For God so loved the world, that He. gave his only

begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him, should not

perish, but have everlasting life. l

with reference to Evad§ de la Nuit, Paul-Emile

Racicot writes: "De cette aventur.e, Dieu est exclu". 2 God

is absent in spite of the fact that He and the eternity He

promises are desperately wanted:

Fouillez la terre et vous retrouverez les
visages, des millions de visages pourris, saccag§s,
model§s brutalement par une existence assoiff§e
d'§ternit§••••Aucune b§atitude ne les a fait se
refermer sur un lambeau de r§ponse. Leur imploration
affol§e demeure entiere. Sinistre consolation de
la piqure d'eau que l'au-dela ou la souffrance doit
etre compt§e pour joie, la pauvrete pour richesse. 3

Although these people crave for eternity, they do not believe

in its existence.

The belief in a benevolent nature as evidence of a

sympathetic Creator is sUfficiently widespread to need no

1John 3:16.

2 1 .Re atlons, XI I (19 5 2), 2 5 0 •

3Evad§ de la nuit (Montr§al: Le Cercle du Livre de
France, 19:JJ) , p. 154. (hereafter cited as E.]

5
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~ explanation here.. In the novel there are some references

to the forest which might support the assumption of such a

beliefi for example, Jean Cherteffe, the central character

states:

la foret.

"Ainsi pour moi, un de ces' "moments [de reHiche] fut

• [La] une ivresse aiguE! vous transcende" (E 134).

But in Evade d~ la nuit nature invariably becomes hostile to

mani the joy that it brings, is dispelled with the coming of

the night when "la foret se venge ret] vous ecrase de sa

presence halluci~ante" (E 134).

The critic Roger Godbout reveals the importance of

"la grande nature" as an antagonistic force to the characters

in the following:

Jean, Marcel et Micheline sont croques a
certains moments dans des espaces ouvertes: que
ce soit en montagne, en foret ou dans la belle
campagne, Ie milieu physique leur est plus
souvent hostile qu'accueillant.

Dans Ie chapitre ou nous est presente Ie
sergent Marcel Cherteffe, la beaute des grandes
espaces ne fait que sDuli.gnerl'ahsurdit~de la
guerre. Le lever du soleil, apergu d'un avion,
est un s'pectacle dangereux qui subj ugue, par sa
grandeur demesuree les soldats. Devantce
symbole de l'absolu, ils ont des figures de
vaincus. 4

It is obvious that in Evade de la nuit, the 6verbearing

feelings of uneasiness and fear that emerge from contact

with nature discourage the conceptual association of nature

and a kindly Creator.
f.

4 Roger Godbout, "Le Milieu!!, Livres et auteurs
canadiens (1966), 199.
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In Langevin's novels, the Christian God is symbol-

ically identified with the child's own father and mother.

Paul Gay explains: "Non seulement l'enfant ne peut etre

etranger a son pere et a sa mere, mais il agrandit singu-

lierement l'attrait de l'un vers l'autre; il. .les rend

plus semblables a Dieu-llJnour". 5 If the child is without

parents and therefore is without parental love, this absence

can symbolize the absence of God and divine love. And so it

is significant that two important characters, Jean Cherteffe

and Claude Benoft are both raised in orphanages.

Moreover, one gets the impression that Chris"tmas in

the orphanage causes more pain than it relieves.

scene is vividly portrayed and speaks for itself:

The manger

Le sourire peint de la Vierge re~oit
l'hoMoage de cent sourires charnels d'enfants
vivants qui ouvrent la bouche comme pour avaler
un peu de la douceur, du calme, de la beaute de
cette femme qui ne ressemble pas a celles qu'ils
Gonnaissent, dont ils aimeraient toucher le
visage, les mains, la robe.

La naissance sur la paille d'un enfant entre
son pere et une mere blesse ces enfants sans
parents camme l'evenement le plus triste qui se
puisse. (E 17)

The statue of Mary makes -the orphans all t.he more aware that

they are without a mother's tenderness, "the human feeling

that is nearest divine love" and it consequently fills them
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with a longing for their absent mother. 6 As if to heig"hten

their despair, the nuns advise the children to pray for the

preservation of their father, the very person who has most

likely placed them in the orphanage. Jean gives a pathetic

prayer to God: "Faitesque mon pere se souvienne que je suis

ici, que je regoive quelque chose de lui demain" (E 18). It\lhen

unanswered Jean; vlhose 'sensitivity and lucidity are sharpened

by his experience at the orphanage, is disillusioned in God

and is disappointed that his fat:her, the symbolic representation

of God, neither remembers nor loves him.

Although acquainted with the concept of God the

Father, Jean cannot dissociate Him from the idealized image

he has of his own unknown £ather who is: "Celui qui nageait

a longues brasses et sur Ie dos duquel l'enfant ·saisissait

l'univers .•.•Dieu immense, honore et craint ainsi qu'une

idole" (E 21). Years later he confides to a friend, Micheline

Giraud: "Enfan't, il occupait mes songes les plus exclusifs

et il me tenait lieu de Dieu Ie Pere" (E 133) for, at this

early stage, his father symbolized the most essential thing

in his life: "1'amour redempteur" (E 23).

6W• E. Collin, "Andre Langevin and the Problem of
SUffering", Tamarack Review, X (1959), 79. Cf. also Yvon
Maurice, Andr§--Langevln romancier de l' inquietude humaine,
unpublishe-d M.A.Hthesis at University of Montreal, 1958, p. 15.
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Then suddenly at his father's death, the cruel

reali ty of the situa"tion shatters his illusions. \.vhat he

sees in the coffin is a "visage d'ivrogne pr§cocement

vieilli" (E 19). "Un die1;l inconnu g-5:t impuissant aux pieds

du jeune homme. 11
7 He now loses faith in his own irmnortali ty

(E 32) and therefore logically loses any faith he may have

had in a Christian God. liOn comprend que son incroyance

remonte a un trauma·tisme de jeunesse",8 the traumatism being

the shock of discovering his father's identity. Moreover,

his loss of trust in God is symbolically revealed when his

father's rosary breaks into three pieces as Jean removes it

from the coffin.

Jean suddenly feels like a victim of "un univers

effroyablement clos ou ne serait rien permis d 1 i;1.utre que de

regarder sa vie sourdre piteusement, inutile et d&risoire"

(E 23). Gilles Marcotte succintly sums up the situation in

this way: "Ie refus de Dieu: voila la haine du p~re" 9

Upon meeting an alcoholic named Roger Benolt, Jean

~----.--_..__.~.----

7Roger Duhamel, "Evad§ de la nuit", Action Univer
sitair<;;., XVIII (1951-52), 78.

8G§rard Bessette, Mary Jane Edwards, "Le Theme de la
solitude dans les romans dB' Langevin ll

, La Revue de" T'Univer
~2t§d'ot"t_~~, XXXII (1962), 269.

9Gilles Marcot.te, Une Litt§rature guise fait
(Montreal: Editions HMB, 19(2), p. 52.
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launches an attempt to recreate his own father. Jean insists

upon repeating to Benoit: "Mais vous etes Dieu, l'univers

vous appartient" (E 60). Although the reference to God is

obviously being used in a figurative sense, Jean could con

ceivably rediscover God, if he could rediscover his father

in Benoit. Conversely, when Benoit commits suicide, the

symbolic absence of God is again reinforced.

The fact that Benoit too denied the existence of

God and of a hereafter is revealed in his conception of life,

which concerned "la vie dans son absol Ui c' est-a_-dire. • .la

naissance et la mort. Nous creons Ie vide entre les deux

poles. Nous nous regardons nous consumer" (E 52). His

frequent suicidal attempts and his resul·ting death also

testify to his belief in the pointlessness of life. It is

assumed that after Micheline's death, Jean also commits

suicide because his life has become meaningless to him. The

characters' desire to commit suicide without having fear of

the consequences shows their lack of religious belief.

Indeed, a general absence of belief pervades the

novel. Just as there is no communication between God and

man, there is no specifically Christian communica.tion between

the practising Christians and their fellow man.

The nuns who are institutionally devoted to imitating

Christ's love and. good works, beat the children in the

orphanage to insure their submissive manners. When Jean is
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forgotten by his father, he bursts into tears and a nun

unsympathetically reproaches him for his childish behaviour. lO

In addition, "vers la fin du volume, Langevin rapproche deux

phrases prononcees par une religieuse exergant ses fonctions

dans un hopital: 'Nous pensons aI' enfant' dit~'elle d' abord,

puis quelques instan·ts plus tard, elle affirme: 'II vous

faudra payer immediatement une partie des frais', accentuant

.. d-- t t . d -- ... t' "11alnSl un evouemen rop SOUCleux e remunera lone

Other practising Christians presented in an unfavour--

able light are the ladies from the League of Decency. Having

been bequeathed a considerable inheritance, "les rapaces se

rabattaient de nouveau sur la maison du mort ll (E 204). These

women t.ake inventory of the furnishings immediately because

they fear that someone mig"ht rob them of their newly-acquired

possessions.

Eva?e~!a nui~ bears testimony to the lip service

society pays to God, Christian principles and rites; there

is absolutely no question of a love for God. Aunt Marguerite's

shallowness at the funeral home is only too evident when she

revels in little details such as: IIMais, vous savez, il a

10Cf. also Godbou-t, Ope cit., p. 203.

IlJean-Louis Major, IIAndre Langevin", Archives des
lettres canadiennes, III (1964), 208.
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-_xe9u les __der.niers sacrements et il est mort en bon chrp.tien"

(E 15) and "Votre pere parlai t souvent de voi.:re frere, Marcel"

(E 20). She seems to get satisfaction from causing Jean pain

with her lack of tact and therefore she is disappointed when

Jean does not pursue the matter further. In fac·t, during that

terrible moment when Jean is trying to free the rosary from

his father's hands, "taus [ses parents] ant savoure respect~

ueusement son trouble, ant evite de parler 11 (E 26).

_____ .-The .ritual of spending the night with the corpse is

described in a nightmarish fashion; everyone half-heartedly

plays the role of a mourner of someone they never really

befriended. The next day Jean rebels against the meaningless-

ness of the funeral; he asks himself: "Que signifient ce de-

cor, ces mots, cette amertume que l'on nous promet pour lors-

que plus rien n 'existera 11 (E 26).

The characters have no real belief in God and there-

fore no love for Him; He is, in fact, replaced by an aware-

ness of fate. I~~ediately after his father's death, Jean

loses his self-confidence and submits to the forces of life;

he states: "De volante je suis devenu instrument. .J'ai

vu hors de tout doute les ficelles du mecanisme••••J'avais

une nature predestinee" (E 32f.) .12

12Cf. also words of "la voix ll in Jean Cocteau's play
--1934 La uMachine infernale (Paris: Grasset Livre' de PO'che l

1967), p. 13. Regarde, spectateur, remontee ~ bloc, de telle
sorte que Ie res sort se deroulc avec lenteur tout Ie long
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Fatalism is also characteristic of Benoit, a supreme

example of passivity. Twice Jean causes Benoit to fall and

twice Benoit acts as if nothing has happened to him. J'ean is

,aghast: liCe fatalisme, cette obeissance hallucinee a des

lois cruelles et inconnues l'ebranlait a la fin" (E 45).

The references to the myth of Sisyphus amplify the

idea of fatalism. Jean, like Sisyphus, is lucid enough.to

realize that all his efforts to elevate Benoit will fail

since Claude's death is imminent. "11 [Jean] s'acharnait

a briser le mythe de Sisyphe. Mais a tant suer sur son rocher,

il l'avait aime, plus que la victoire" (E 93). Jean is

generally seen as lila victime impuissante d'une fatalite

., bl" 13lmpltoya _e •

The most convincing evidence of such fatalism is the

series of thoughts that go on in Jean's mind following

Benoit's death: "Roger Benoit, nous aurions pu. .Mais

non! Ni l'un, ni l'autre ne pouvions nous echapper du

mecanisme rigoureusement exact. .Nos coups n'etaient qu'un

simulacre. D'autres que nous les assenaient. Et ce n'est

pas moi qui t'ecraserai." (E 105).

-----------
d'une vie humaine f une des plus parfaites machines construites
par les dieux infernaux pour l'aneantissernent mathematique
d'un mortel.

13 ' , 36Yvon-Maurlce, op.~~.t., p. .
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Thus, God's love and God Himself are absent through-

out the novel. The quest to find God is in vain; as a result

the characters succumb to their own isolation and to the

forces of fate.

Man and Woman

In novels love between man and woman is readily

comprehensible because readers can identify themselves with

the literary characters.

In Evade de la nuit, Langevin explores several

different forms of love ranging from the sordid, to an

attempt to find the ideal. The essential problem of com-

munication during each stage of love, is always carefully

examined.

A fictional author Parckell defines love and explains

why he thinks it is condemned to failure:

L'amGur est l'expression la plus sensible de
cette tentative de cOTI@unication dont nous sommes
tous victimes ••••J'ai desire tellement creer
un amour qui sublimiserait la vie et lui donnerait
valeur d'eternite que chacun de mes livres a ete
pour moi un echec plus cruel qu'une rupture ••••
Et qu'importe des mots [d'amour] quand les hornmes
meurent reellement, que nous ne pouvons rien pour
eux. (E 186)

As the passage suggests, death plays a significant role in

many of the relationships of Evade de la nnit.

The first amorous relationship depicted involves Jean

and Anne-Marie, the wife of his cousin Paul both of whom he

meets at the funeral home after his father's death. Jean is
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immediately attracted,by her "sourire fragilecomme celui des

enfants" (E 12) and "sa voix. .comme une promesse d'eau dans

un desert" (E 13). At the same time he is aware of her self

assurance and he is somewhat displeased that she talks with

such familiarity about his father.

Short.ly afterwards, Anne-Harie offers herself to him

"sans questions, comme s'il etait hors de propos de refuser

un role dans le Jeu" (E 31). Love-maki.ng for her is merely

an amusement in which she nonchalantly agrees to play a role

without really believing in love.

The possibility of any real understanding between

Jean and Anne-Marie is squelched the moment Jean realizes

she had some sort of relationship (presumably sexual) with

his father and that she apparently can become i~volved with

anyone at all. In a letter Jean explains to his brother

Marcel that his relationship with Anne-Marie amounts to

nothing but "un remede rose, une sur·-intoxication II (E 33).

When Jean leaves his aunt's home, their association ends with

no one being hurt since neither cared intensely for the other.

No communication, except a temporary, physical one ever

existed between the two.

At the end of the novel, Jean again meets Anne-Marie.

She is in a bar offering her affection to anyone that will

take it (thus verifying a previous assumption about her

promiscuous and frivolous nature). When she tries to seduce

him, he rebuffs her as he has recently reached the stage of
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real communication with another person who has just died in

childbirth. Before leaving Anne-Marie who is repeating:

"Je. vous aime", Jean gives her his impressi.on of love which is

clouded by his bereavement: "Faites-le jusqu'~ rna mort et

vous aussi vous aurez un cr§pe devant les yeux" (E 245).

Here the mourning veil. represen·ts an achievement and reveals

the extent of his affection and devotion to Micheline, his

real love. Love is once again linked with death and grief.

A more pitiful arrangement exis·ts where there is a

one-sided infatuation as in the case of Fran90ise and Pierre

Gobineau. Fran90ise humiliates Pierre and delights in

relating her experiences with him; she scornfully tells a

friend: nSi tu Ie voyais avec ses yeux enfles, son air de

chien battu. 11 me lecherait les pieds" (E 69). When she

leaves him despite his need of her, he is the vibtim of ~

nervous depression and complains that he puts more into love

than he receives from it. However, he begins to realize

that "[il] n' avai t jamais attein·t que la surface du brouillard

dans lequel s'enveloppait Fran90ise" (E 70); in other words,

Pierre becomes aware of their great barrier in communication.

Some time later Fran~oise returns to Pierre and her

return, in view of her indifference to him, indicates that

she requires his attention although she is evidently unhappy

wi th him. rrheir situa·tion is more desperate than the previous

one for in the latter, ·neither partner is content

nor compati.ble with the other yet they still cli.ng fiercely
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to each other.

Benolt presents several different outlooks on love

for he engages in a circle-like development in the man-woman

relationship. As an adolescent r he turned to the love of

woman after failing in his attempt to love humanity. He

confesses that the result of this experience was more dis-

astrous than the first: "Cherchant en elle la tendresse. • •

l'apaisement••• je connus r il va sans direr des deceptions

. plus vives" (E 57). Then without beiieving in the existence

of lover he married a woman who subjugated but supported

h ' 141m.

Mme Benolt is a prostitute who receives the clients

her husband sends her from the tavern. Benolt's reaction to

being his wife's pimp is somewhat confused as he states:

"Je ne vous dirai pas ce que je fais aujourd'hui ~ cause

d'eile oUr plutot r par suite du droit que je lui ai donne

de me diriger" (E 58). On the other hand r Mme Benolt has

precise feelings about her trade: it serves to ward off her

boredom r to give her and her husband a living and it also

uplifts her as she feels she provides a useful service to

her customers. She explains to Jean: "On dirait que je

,leur ai refile leur morale. 0= • Entre l' arrivee et Ie depart r

il y a un moment ou ils ,vous aiment presque. • • • II Y ales
~.. -

degoutants, bien .....sur, mais il y a surtout des craintifs qui

s'abandonnentavec moi comme ils ne l'ont jamais fait avec

l4This unpleasant type of marital relationship that
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leur femme. On est toute transfiguree ll (E 75). From these

words, it is evident that a certain contact is established

even in this depersonalized sexual relationship. Furthermore,

she seems to accept the men's scorn at their departure as

she feels her mission has been accomplished.

Her ability to console and to relieve those who come

to her for support resembles that of a mother. Indeed,

Philippe Lacelin remarks that "cette fermne voue un amour

materne1 a tous 1es hommes sans exception parce qu'elle sait

qu'ils sont en realite des enfants avides d'affection".15

Yet, it must not be overlooked that ~1me Benolt's..
relationships are not as satisfactory as she is trying to

make them appear. The momentary contact that is established

is relatively inconsequential since the relationships can

never develop. Jean is not misled as he reflects that:

"a son plaidoyer, elle avai t sans doute mEne un cynisme qui

l'affaiblissait•••• E11e avait tente simp1ement d'indiquer

que ses rapports avec 1e monde n'etaient pas que meprisab1es."

(E 95). 16

Since Jean is sheltering Benolt at this time, he

is devoid of mutual tenderness and understanding is typical
of all Langevin's married couples (except for Baptiste and
Marie in !'e Temps des hommes.

15 h' I' 1'" d 1P 1 lppe Lace ln, La Femme ans es romans
d'Andre Langevin ll

, Lettres et ecrit"ures, I, Series 3, (1964),
')')
~~.

16 ~ h 1 f' 1 t't tMme Benolt, t e on y prO"eSS10na pros 1 u e
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contemplates helping the Benoit couple,only to drop this idea

again in view of Benoit's total indifference to the idea

and to his wife. Then following the death of his son, Benoit

of his own accord returns to his wife hoping to establish a

rapport with her before he commits suicide. What he wants

to create between them is "une certaine chaleur humaine. •

Pas l'amour certes. Mais une comprehension heureuse" (E 106).

At this point Benoit kindles the reader's pity for the

tremendous understanding he shows of his wife, the one who

to defend herself remains callous to his approaches:

"C'etait cela qu'il voulait lui faire sentir,
non pas pour qu'elle Ie regrettat, mais pour qu'elle
ne prlt pas en haine son souvenir, pour qu'elle ne
pensat pas que son suicide etait a cause d'elle.
Aucune autre fenme •••n'eut PUB •• le soutenir,
ne pas l'accuser de sa chute. (E 107)

Finally Benoit does reach her for she contemplates

a more meaningful relationship with him and she also asks

him to wait till her client leaves so that they can talk.

"II l'avait touchee. L'instant avait eu la plenitude qu'il

avait souhaitee et il etait comble." (E 109)

Benoit is so greatly overwhelmed that he finds suicide

his only answer to run away from the grief caused by Claude's

death and from the challenge to face up to love. As he has

depicted in Langevin's novels does share the belief of the
value of her services with real-life prostitutes. James H.
Bryan says: "Respondents [in a survey consisting of 52
prostitutes] also commonly indicated that prostitutes serve
as important psychotherapeutic agents giving comfort, insight
and satisfaction to those men too embarrassed, lonely or
isolated to obtain interpersonal gratification in other ways".
I!. • • Call Gir Is" " DeVian't' EehaVi'ouY 'a'nd 'So'c'i aT PYo'ce's s, ed •
Wm. A. Rushing (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1969), p. 215.
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previously explained to Jean: "Adam a quitt§ Ie Paradis

parce que la joie lui §tait intolerable" (E 57). As far as

Benolt is concerned, joy is as great an affliction as grief.

He has made the full circle because he again has sought to

find tenderness and understanding in a woman, and once more

he fails to make the relationship succeed.

The male-female relationship that is furthest

developed is that of Jean and Micheline. At their first

encounter, Micheline creates a distinct impression of cold

ness; her aloofness is emphasized by her extremely high fore

head which becomes an image of her inaccessibility to Jean

throughout the novel.

In spite of the distance between them, Jean later

recognizes, "[sa] douceur communicative..• [sa] tendresse

inemploy§e en quete d'un objet" (E 90). Since he is seeking

a sUbstitute for Benolt who has rejected all his attempts

of friendship before committing suicide, Jean temporarily

yields to her compassion: "II lui fallait avouer que

Micheline l'avait sauve, que, si elle n'avait pas §t§ a ses

c6t§s, il eat touche Ie fond lui aussi" (E 119).

Micheline has several good qualities to put at Jean's

disposal: "[sa] joie §ternellement disponible " (E Ill), "son

amiti§fI (E 114), "sa confiance" (E 118), and her interest in

him stens from his very uniqueness. The fact that Jean is

of a different social class is no barrier to her: fiDe fait,

elle ne s'interrogeait jamais sur ses rapports avec les etres
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et elle ne r§sistait pas au besoin d'aimer" (E 124). As

Roger Godbout suggests, "la t§naci -t§ de Micheline dans

ses rapports avec Jean trahit une incessante recherche

d'affection".17

Thus, her mission i~ to "Ie changer, l'obliger ~

aimer la vie et ~ la goUter sans honte" (E 125). Her concept

of love is an ideal one whereby one must "se livrer l'un a
l'autre sans r§serves .•••C'est une foi qui accepte de ne

pas interroger" (E 132). In fact, Micheline, will eventually

be able to "l'arracher a sa solitude, a son refus de vivre.

Elle lui fera comprendre l'amour v§ritable".18

Jean defines love this way: "L'amour §videmment

n'est que Ie fruit d'une entente, d'une convention accept§e

afin de pouvoir croire en une §vasion" (E 125). Later,

Jean's objections to love are even more precise as he tells

Micheline: "Si je vous aimais, j'aurais desir de vous briser

Ie crane pour conununiquer avec cela seul dont j'aie faim

et•••que je ne saisirai jamis .• 0 .L'amour ressemble assez

a la lachet§ de deux ennemis que de vulgaires int§rets

obligent a pactiser" (E 131). He adds that love is meaning-

less as it is impossible to give oneself, to give our soul

(E 131) i in other words, he concludes that because people

170., .. ' t p. 203
-l2~-='" •

18Jean Filatrault," ••La R§volte dans notre
Ii tterature romanesque recente",' 'Re'cher'ches's'o'c'iogr'aphiq-ues,
V (1964), 184.
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cannot really communicate, nor communicate for any length

of time, love only consists of a fleeting physical pleasure.

- According to Jean, man is a solitary being (E 132)

who is all the more aware of his loneliness by the knowledge

that death thwarts his attempts to love: IIQue vous ayez pour

un etre la tendresse la plus intense, la mort vous retirera

du coup et votre tendresse et son objet ll (E 132). In the

words of Yvon-Maurice, IIl'amour lui paralt inutile, puisqu'il

19. doi t etre brise par la mort II • Langevin consistently links

love, which is regarded as an escape (E 125) with death the

final escape. It should be noted that at this stage in the

novel, Benolt is the best illustration of love being

frustrated by death. If such a thing as death did not exist,

Benolt would not have been able to commit suicide at the

very moment that he and his wife were genuinely interested

in, -and moved by, each other.

Jean and Hicheline's relationship begins to crystallize

when he finally admits to himself that he needs her; she

represents the unknown but greatly desired mother of his

dreams-:,-dreams of lI une presence fe'minine jamais precisee, en

laquelle s'etaient refugies les derniers abandons et les

dernieres confiancesll (E 139). Instinctively Micheline senses

that beneath Jean's mask of cynicism and soli tude lurks a

19[\~ . ~ ') J1
~_~. C1C c 1 p. ~7..
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. repressed child (E 144). Moreover she is able to identify

her needs with those of Jean for they both try to resolve

theiT problems of loneliness by going to others: llCequi

les liait, meme de fagon tenue, s'enracinait en des regions

de l'ame plus profondes. Effacer Ie souvenir de leur rencontre

etait aussi impossible que Ie revivre" (E 144). They met at

the hospital where Micheline was visiting Claude for whom she

was a mother substitute and where Jean took Benoft so that the

latter could establish a relationship with his son. Thus,

the couple is able to reach a certain degree of intimacy

since both share dimilar problems.

Then during a vlalk on the mountain in Montreal, they

reach a high point of happiness in their relationship.

However, their newly found joy abruptly ends with the sight

of a dying dog convulsing in pain. Jean reflects on the

solitude and suffering of death and shortly afterwards I he

learns of the death of Marcel, the last living member of

his family.

When faced with the news that Marcel, the strong one,

has come to know soli~ude and to realize the failure of his

life, Jean "jugeait son amour derisoire, pitoyable son abandon

d'aujourd'hui, ridicule son espoir inavoue de s'echapper a la

faveur d'une tendresse feminine" (E 150). Fearing that he

would suffer from the inevitable breakdown of their romance

and being continually plagued by the thought of the servility

and impossibility of love, Jean decides to run away from
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Micheline.

She, on the other hand has complete confidence in their

love and never expresses anger noT asks any explanation for

his absences: "Son amour est au-dessus de tout, au-dessus

20de l'intelligence et de Jean'~. Hers is a totally gratuitous

and understanding love that constantly begs to be accepted:

"Laissez-moi vous aimer. J' ai foi en vous" (E 176).

Jean continues to nustrust a relationship that would

_bind him in any way and he therefore is demanding a great

deal: a total union in love as well as the assurance of

keeping his own identity. It is true that one is told he

begins to hate Micheline because she represents "une autre

tentative ratee de communication" (E 175). But, contrary

to the view that this feeling is outright abhorrence of

her,21 it seems to be his adolescent fear of love that is

coming to the fore. Jean is uncertain of its implications

and is suspicious if not fearful of it. 22 Jean Filiatrault

is of the same opinion: "Jean Cherteffe,. .n'est pas

prepare a accepter l'amour sans culpabilite. Et pourtant

ce n'est pas sa chair qui se refuse, mais son esprit".23

21 - l' 1
Jean~P~u~ Plnsonneau t,

-Lectures (1951), 124.
"Evade de la nuit",

;~.

22cf • Denis Boucher's attitude to love in novel of
Roger Lemelin Au Pied de 'la' pe'nte' do'uce (Mon!real: Insti tut

---Litteraire du Quebec, 1944); p. 53. "11 estimait que les
femmes sont d'un autre monde, et il"se mefiait de leurs armes."

2,30 't 184y. ~l .', p. .
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Jean's fear of love basically amounts to his own insecurity

and lack of self-assurance which are brought out in the

following:

m'aimer.

"e' est une idee terrible que vous avez eue de

.J'ai peur de moi, Micheline" (E 180).

After testing their love through a separation of

three monthslJean finally "savait hors de tout doute qu'il

n'aurait plus jamais a. s'interroger sur Micheline, sur leur

aventure" (E 185). Their love has remained intact in spite

of the passage of time and the distance between them. On

learning of Micheline's pregnancy, Jean announces without

any discussion that he ~ill ask her father for her hand.

This voluntary decision shows how far their relationship has

progressed since the time Jean aggressively insisted on his

solitude (E 114). After her father rejects Jean's request,

Micheline too refuses marriage and thereby overcomes the

obstacle of the restriction of love. Her confidence permits

her to say: "Je ne veux pas de chaines pour notre amour.

Nous vivrons cote-a.-cote aussi longtemps que nous nous aimerons

et ce sera beaucoup plus long qu'un mariage" (E 204).

Micheline speaks of the uniqueness of their love while

Jean warns that their happiness could suddenly disappear:

"Le don mutuel de deux etres ressemble assez a un pari ave1ilgle.

Les mains qui s'ouvrent a la lumi~re decouvrent que ce qu'elles

renfermaient s'est volatilise. Eviter la lumiere a. tout prix.

au arreter la vie, la figer dans un moment" (E 208). Tv.10 very

important notions of Jean are brought out here: if man wants
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to retain his love he must either try to live entirely in a

dream world, or he must stop time for love is a momentary

passion. Jean again contrasts the dream world of love with

the real world, pointing out how one fades into the other:

"La vraie vie et l'autre•••elles ne sont pas meilleures

l'"une que l'autre••••L'amour, la metamorphose du papillon

a rebours. II nait papillon et meurt cheniile" (E 214);

that is, love is able to be glorious but only for an instant;

it must then gradually fade. Since Jean can pick out the

disadvantages of love, even while he is experiencing it, his

ludicity is a handicap as he cannot be satisfied with a

substitute for total communication. 24

As if to negate all Jean's doubts, the couple has

three days of unsurpassed bliss in a rustic cabin in the

forest. However, on returning from a trip to the village, he

finds Micheline in a drunken stupor. Her apparent defection

can be readily explained by her fear of the outdoors and by

her consequent solitude. Jean had previously explained that

the absence of one of them weighed heavily upon the other

(E 208). Critics who use this example to say that their

h . 1 1 ld t . f h' t' 25p YSlca ove cou. no reslst a ew ours separa lon are

ignoring the many moments of contact of the couple.

24Major, Ope ~it., p. 212.

25 .Yvon-Maurlce ,op." cit., p. 31.:
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Nevertheless, a climax has been reached for neither

party is at ease with the other. Micheline is ashamed of

-her conduct but this time it is Jean who is understanding;

her anguish "Ie liait plus intimement a un autre etre que

la naissance d'un fils •••Micheline valait mieux que ses

frustrations" (E 217).

As time passes, both are aware of "cette usure lente

de leur amour contre laquelle ils s'acharnaient a r~sister••••

II se r~~~g~ait dans l'alcool. Non parce qu'il n'etait pas

heureux, mais.parce qu'il craignait de ne plus l'etre" (E 219).

Jean is forever fearful that time will destroy their love and

he goes to the point of thinking: "Jamais leur union ne

pourrait Ie satisfaire si elle devait toujours s'interrompre

aux bards de l'ame" (E 221). Jean is claiming an absolute

love: one that goes beyond the physical, one that is

eternal. Yet Micheline is giving him all that she had to

offer; she is regarded by several critics as the incarnation

d'· . d 26 d ttl love. 2 7
of lVlne ten .erness an a a

The contradictory nature of love is revealed when

Jean cannot tolerate the idea of Micheline being unfaithful

yet his joy upon discovering her fidelity not only, leads him

26 II' 't 90CC? In " op.' Cl ., p. .

27Duhamel, 'op'. cit., p. 78.
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to make love to her unfair accuser bu·t also causes his desire

to make love to all womankind: "Pourquoi ne pas aimer

l'univers entier? .Il pouvait aimer toutes ces dames

qui venaient a l'etablissement•.• toutes celles qui avaient

soif" (E 224). This is a flagrant exa~ple of the double

standard for his promiscuity and jealousy are contrasted with

her fidelity and trust.

Once in the hospital, Micheline has an incessant

need of Jean's presence, not because she doubts him but

because she fears childbirth. As Jean witnesses her suffering,

he feels guilty for causing her pregnancy and cannot help

wishing for the eternity of total happiness in contrast to

-"la plenitud~ de llinstant, son €ternite dans l'intensite"

(E 234).

Although his lucidity does not permit him to believe

in an im.Hortal love, he has reached the stage where this

question no longer matters: "Qu'importait qu'ils fussent

mortels? .Les coups du sort ne"pouvaient plus l'atteindre.

lIs marcherait parmi les hommes, inconnu d'eux, souleve par

Ie bonheur et nul ne pourrait lui toucher" (E 235). At last

Jean accepts the limitation_~hat he previously found most

objectionable; that is, that love is not and cannot be

eternal. He is willing to enjoy his present happiness and to

disregard the possible problems of the future. He now
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recognizes the extent of Micheline's love for him28 and in

doing so, he has learned that despite many imperfections, a

-uhuman being can have dignity .-In spite of the fact that she

-dies, he,places a wedding band on her hand to symbolize the

union he feels with her: "Micheline demeurait en lui, unie

comme elle avait souhaite de l'etre" (E 242).

After trying to repress his grief with alcohol, he

wanders off in the snow, towards the mountain, completely

occupied by the thought of Micheline. Jean's death is

presumably real and not purely figurative. In spite of the

fact that Jean dies too, a total union of mind and body

has been reached and thus the ending can be regarded as both

tragic and gratifying. Parckell had once explained: "Une

passion eteinte par la mort est preferable a celIe que la vie

elle~meme devore" (E 186).

"Micheline etait Ie seul etre qui avait reussi a

accrocher Jean a la vie, a donner un sens a son existence

d --- --- .. 1 . h d d--- ... "29esemparee f a e tlrer ors e sa esesperance. Because

JBaneventually understands and accepts her love, it is

impossible to regard their relationship as entirely

or the ending as revealing the complete victory of

28Cf • Filiatrault, Ope cit., p. 184.

h . 1 30
P YSlca

31death.

29 . 'tYvon-Maurlce,op.' C'l ., p. 32.
---30 ._u

Bessette, Edwards, cp'. cit. I p. ".., ..
L./1..

")1

..... .LRejean Robidoux, Andre Renaud,'Le'Romah' 'c'ah'a"d'i'en-
frangais du vingtiemesiecle (Ottawa: Editions de l'Univer-
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Jean willingly and lucidly seeks a union in death which may

be the final escape from life but which is definitely not

"la derni~re ~vasion, la plus d§sesp§r~e••• l'aveu de l'§chec

32complet" •

In the novel, romantic love is depicted as a possible

solution to man's,problems~ it is not'a perfect solution as it

has several intrinsic limitations: the difficulty of

communication, its temporary nature; bu~at the same timer

it does help to alleviate man IS st,ruggle.

Man and Others

The general plot o:E Langevin Is works primarily concerns

man's attempt to communicate with his fellows. In his novels,

an individual usually confronts another individual directly

rather than confronting society, i.eo r organized man r at large.

However there is a definite progression towards a more

confined society or a smaller community with each novel:

~va~~ de la nuit occurs in Montreal for the most part;

P . ... l' ] 1 33 . 1"1'" t d M kl'. OUSSlere sur a Vl . e ln a sma mlnlng own. name.. i'lac' ln r

and Le Temps de~ hommes 34 in both an isolated hotel and in a

lumberjack cabin.

sit~ d'Ott~w.a;. 1966) p. 137.
, " '

32 Guy Robert,' Revue d<?J[1inica'ine, LXII (1965), 21l.

33( "'" 1 Le Cercle du Livre de France, 1953).Montrea :

34 (Hontr§al: Le Cercle du Livre de France r 1956).
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In Evade de la nuit, man in general is usually

presented from Jean Cherteffe's point of view. The first

occasion on which he objectively studies his fellow human

beings, takes place in a tavern:

Jean leva les yeux et prit conscience de la
presence d'hommes autour de lui. Que dissimulaient
les visages? II s'apergut que jamais il n'avait
cherche a voir en eux l'etre humain aussi vul
nerable, aussi demuni, aussi individualise que
lui-meme. Ilsetaient peut-etre une centaine
dans l'etablissement, durs, fermes. Seuls.

Illes regarda lentement, posant sur chacun
d'eux un oeil interrogateur qui obtenait nulle
reponse. lIs montraient des fig'ures si fermees
que tout desir de connaissance devenait
derisoire••••Eux aussi se fuyaient eperdument
parce qu'ils n'etaient pas heureux••••Le sort
COlTIffiUnj sans plus ni moins •••• Un chasse croise
otr persanne'ne touche personne. (E 41f)

He has come to realize that other men share his feelings of

loneliness and unhappiness and yet this knowledge does not

mitigate his own solitude. Consequently he believes that

the'human condition is one of despair: "L'humain deborde

de resignation et possede la vocation de la douleur" (E 133).

The relationships of man and his fellows will be

examined in three phases (1) total isolation, (2) the

attempt to communicate and its failure, (3) the attempt

to overcome the failure to cormnunicate. Very few characters

remain entirely in one category because most show some

development in the novel.

ilL' exemple de la solitude la pIus totale et la pIus
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desesperee [est] celIe de l'orphelin.,,35 Langevin~s young

orphans have no intimate contact with other people. Claude

Benolt has spent the major, if not tota~portion of his life

in an orphanage as his parents have always been too occupied

with their own problems to take care of him: the father is

a drunkard and the mother a prostitute. Indeed, one is

informed that: "Cet enfant souffrait d'une solitude si

terrible que personne ne pouvait alleger" (E 89). Further

more, this young child, being afflicted with tuberculosis,

is condemned to a very short life. Jean Cherteffe was also

raised in an orphanage and the details he remembers about

it reveal the isolation of its inhabitants: he thinks of

the club foot of a deformed boy, and of the terribly re

pressive and tense atmosphere constituted by: "l'hebetude

quotidienne, stigmate de crainte, de nafvete et d'effusion

brutalement reprimees" (E 17).

When Jean approaches adulthood, he is terribly

shaken by his father's death. At the funeral home, Jean's

sense of isolation is intensified by the presence of his

. physically grotesque relatives whom he cannot accept. Their

very awkwardness serves to heighten his uneasiness for "tous

se taisent, contraints et gauches" (E 12).

35Marcotte, Ope cit., p. 52.
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Roger Godbout effectively reveals the unpleasant

atmosphere by relating:

La cruaute et Ie sadisme des petites gens.
L' ouvrier Charron raconte au j eune Jean, avec
force detail, la mort de son pere; il ne lui
epargne meme pas d'evocation du sang sur Ie
ciment. Les cinq paires d'yeux qui regardent
Jean rendent sa confrontation plus cruelle
avec Ie visage sepulcral de son pereA In
consciemment, ils regardent souffrir Ie heros.
Avec quelle cruaute l'affreuse tante Marguerite
lui dit que Ie pere'braillait comme un veau'
quand il etait soul. 36

The image of his deceased father, so unlike the

idealized image he had for so long, haunts him, for he fears

that his father's failures have been transmitted to him (E 23).

W. E. Collin explains that what Jean as an orphan has

inherited is: "a negative personality. He feels like a

convict; he is destined to a mediocre existence; he is not

in love with life; he has lost his self-assurance; he seeks

and cannot find himself". 37 Nm'l Jean is overcome by soli tude,

by an incapacity to participate in society.38 He could never

be part of his brother's world where one engages in specific

actions di.rected to precise goals. On the contrary, Jean

does not impose any prior definitions on himself; he drifts

along according to the forces of fate (E 32f.).

36 Godbout, Ope cit., p. 202.

370 .. 't 84p. Cl ., p. .

38Filia.t~ault, ?p.cit. 1 p. 183.
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When one first meets Roger Benolt, he is totally

divorced from humanity by his own wi.ll. He resists any

attempts on the part of others to change him by insisting

that he wanted to become what he is now. Later he restates

his position to discourage Jean from interfering: "Je ne

veuille pas de votre aide••••J'ai vol§, j'ai trahi, j'ai

corrompu des enfants; je me suis livr§ a tous les vices"

(E 58). Benoit has come to the conclusion that he wants to

live in isolation; this is a last resort for all his efforts

have failed.

The one person who unconsciously has a carapace of

aloofness illltil a short time before his death is Marcel

Cher-teffe, the conditioned army sergeant: "Jamai.s il ne

s'est pos§ de questions sur les hommes" (E 34). He has

au-tomatic ties with his men in war but no ties of friendship

as he is simply not concerned with the problems of others.

The one thing that disconcerts him though, "c'est d'aperce-

voir soudain les visages des hommes·et de connal:tre qu'ils

voient aussi Ie sien" (E 35);39 that is, he becomes

conscious of the humanity of his subordinates in spite of

himself.

Marcel unwittingly engages in self-doubt when his

39Cf • "L'enfer c'est les autres" in Jean-Paul
Sartre's Huis Clos suivi de Les Mouches (Paris: Gallimard,
1947), Liv rede- Poche, 75. --_.----.--
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courage wavers during a leg·'amputation of a fellow soldier;

t:hen his murder of a child behind enemy lines causes night

mares and fear. Previously his one goal was to work for the

happiness of mankind; now he projects 1::he blame of his

murder on others for making him an unconscious assassin.

The possibility of communion between Jean and Marcel

is thwarted by Marcel's death. The one person that Jean knew

who formed his own destiny was also doomed to discover human

solitude before death.

Despite the fact that some people are willingly or

unconsciously locked up'in their solitude, most attempt to

conmmnicate wi th others even though Jchis attempt may fail.

Jean is disconcerted that Parckell, whose books

give the impression of his contentment and success, in reality

believes that "il est aussi impossible de s'exprimer totale-

ment dans un livre. .que de communiquer avec un etre. Et

les livres, tous, representent peut-etre Ie plus terrible

echec de l'humanite, la demonstrat~on la plus evidente de

son inhabilite au bonheur" (E185). Parckell tries to break

out of his solitude py self-expression in literature and he

constantly meets failure. Since one of the fundamental

components of love is communion with another, how far from

achieving love these characters must be.

Benoit too came to believe in the failure of human

relationships when his adolescent love for humanity suddenly
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seemed ridiculous in view of the realization that man liked

his misfortune. Since his attempt to communica·te by love of

woman failed also, he became hostile to humanity in general

"and denied the possibility of any kind of love. At that

moment, he published his poems which were an expression of

his powerlessness but which were misinterpreted as an expres-

sion of revolt~..Because his earnest and enthusiastic efforts

to establish a rapport with others were crushed once and for

all, he fell into "une resigna"tion sans arnertume et puis

dans la veu:I,erie" whereupon he conceived the idea tha·t life

was nothing but "une immense banqueroute. .un neant" (E 57).

The difference in social class is another barrier

to con~unication. Jean continually reproaches Micheline

for being a j udg"e I s daughter and "merne le petit Claude ne

s'etait pas comporte avec elle comme avecles autres.

la considerait un peu comme la Vierge, une p~rsonne tres

• [il]

secourable, mais incommensurablement eloignee de lui" (E 124).

Her difficulty in being accepted resembles that of Hugo in

LeSMains sales who is diffe:r.-ent from his comrades because

he has a rich father~O Micheline does strive to eliminate

any barrier between herself and others and her success will

be considered later.

However, her father Judge Giraud fails to communicate

with others in a meaningful way. He pitifully reproaches

his daughter for her coldness yet it is not her fault:

40
Jean-Paul Sartre,-Les Mains sales (3~rne ed.;
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"Lla.bsence d'une mere avait laissee ce fosse que ni llun

ni l'autre ne pouvait franchir" (E 142). He blames her for

his own failures because she physically resembles her alcoholic

and unfaithful mother who died in childbirth. His hostility

is so great that when Jean asks to marry Micheline who is

expecting a child, the judge impulsively threatens to dis

inheri t her and shortly afterwards cornmits suicide. Here is

an extreme example of incomprehension, intolerance and lack

of affection in a relationship.

The Judge is caricatured as a self·-righteous bigot,

whose desire to avenge himself for the failure of his marriage

and of his life results in the enforcement of an'incredibly

rigid morality. He cornmunicated with others through scorn

and hate as his whole purpose in life was to degrade those

around him (E 125).

However, there also are people who attempt to over

come the failure to communicate. Jean Cherteffe, in his

attempt to rehabilitate the stubbo~n and alcoholic Roger

Benoit, is one of them.

The reasons he concerns himself with Benoit are not

purely altruistic; Jean wants to recreate a father, (the

resemblance is obvious) and more important is -his selfish

desire to "s'oublier enfin dans 1a detresse d'autrui".41

Paris: Ga11imard, 1948), p. 100.

4lnuhamel, op.cit., p. 78.
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He first considers his task in an objective, cold-hearted

fashion yet after hearing about Benoit's earnest but vain

attempts to establish a rapport with others, Jean is over

come with sympa'thy and compassion for the older man. His

resulting devotion to Benoit "avait exige••• un effort total

de l'esprit et du corps, une foi aveugle et systematique"

(E 91). "11 en vint a aimer Benoit, a vouloir a tout prix

le rendre heureux" (E 94). A vital development has taken

-_ ..._._- -pl~ice- for g-enuine affection and concern for another being

have emerged from Jean's selfishness.

Despite Jean's struggle for success, he is aware

that only a miracle could save Claude and in turn save Benoit.

Therefore, when Claude does die, Jean reflects: "Et Benoit

brulerait a son tour. Les peres et les fils faisaient la

chaine depuis le neant jusqu'a l'invisible, l'inexplique"

(E 98). Jean seems to suggest that there exists an un

explicable chain of human love in a father-son relationship

and,that when one member dies, the effects on the other are

inevitably tragic. Benoit is shattered as a result of his

---~son"s-death'-just - as Jean was shattered at his father's death •

. Moreover,Benoit squelches any hopes of Jean to

create a meaningful relationship by pointing out their

___ ----.intense lack of communication: "On ne s' installe pas dans

la vie des autres. Entre VOliS et moi, la distance est

infranchissable. • • .11 n' y a que deux sortes d I hommes; s:ur
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la terre: ceux qui donnentet ceux qui re90ivent. Les

seconds hafront toujours les premiers" (E 101f. ).42 Because

Jean has renewed Benoft's thirst for life and for affection~

Benoit is momentarily prompted to kill Jean out of revenge

but then overcome by suffering, Benoit later·c0r~~,ts suicide.

However, Jean never learns that he did reach Benolt

for the latter in the moments before death, reveals his

respect for Jean's anguished desire to overcome the limita~

tions of the human condition: "Peut-@tre aussi avait-il ete

apitoye par la danse aveugle et forcenee a laquelle se livrait

Ie jeune homme pour se libere-r, par sa volonte de puissance

qui ne serait jamais satisfaite, par son desir orgueilleux

de ne pas avoner a. l' echec. Claude a vingt:. ans eut peut.-

etre ete ainsi" (E 109).

Benoit's corpse hauntingly reminds Jean of hisfathe~

with whom he never had the chance to communicate. Jean

concludes that there was no way Benoit, "Ie degout incarne"

(E 112) could have lived. It is ironic that he imagines

Benoit's terror at the moment of death because the notion of

fear does not enter Benoit's mind; although -the latter's

conduct immediately preceding death is ambiguous, it would

appear that he makes a last minute attempt to escape from the

gas-filled room and to live. Even though Jean has been able

42Benolt's definitive rejection of Jean's friendship
parallels Laurier's attitude -to Dupas inLeTemps des homIlies.
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to reach Benoit in a limited way, this contact is inadequate

as they never simultaneously understand each other.

Claude Benoit plays an important role with regard

to communication between people. Through him, one sees that

Micheline, like Jean, forgets about herself by helping others:

"Elle aussi avait un poids sur les ~paules et tenait de s'en

d~charger en soutenant autrui" (E 88). Despite the class

difference, she manifests a maternal love for the young boy

in her protective attitude towards him; she, out of character,

reproaches Jean and Benoit when they disturb Claude's peace

of mind. Her love is self-effacing for her joy knows no

bounds when Claude grows closer to his natural father than

he had ever been to her.

Benoit, the man who thought he had succeeded in making

himself totally insensitive, the man who previously regretted

being the father of someone whom he neither loved nor hated,

had been deeply affected by the gratuity of his child's love

and explains: "II [Claude] m' a aim~ a me fa ire maL • • •Pour

lui, j'~tais comme les autres peres, aussi digne d'affection

et de respect. Et crest de cela que je ne r~ussis pas a me

gu~rir, de sa bont~. Tu sais comme j'ai toujours trouv~ la

charit~ ex~crable. Mais chez lui, ce n'~tait pas la meme chose.

Vne sinc~rit~, une simplicit~ qui me bouleversaient" (E 108).

His constant watch over his son for the two days before his

death, and his resulting grief and suicide are a testimony

of the love he felt for Claude.
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The theme of love in Evadedela nuit has never been

fUlly considered. Yet certainly the desire to love and to

be loved in return, is one of the driving forces of the novel.

The notion of love between God and man is reduced

to nothing because the :idea of God, first expressed in a

symbolical mode is finally replaced by an awareness of the

forces of fate. However the God-man relationship is important

because the characters' attitude toward God or to that: which

replaces God, naturally affects their attitude to other

people.

Positive evidences of love do exist in the novel.

After years of incomprehension and indifference, Benolt and

his wi fe are able t.O share a mutual but short-lived compas

sion for the other-: a development in their relationship

is impossible because Beno5::t, unable to bear the suffering

of life, consequently commits suicide.

A more real love centers a~ound Claude who is the

object of Micheline's and Benoit's respective maternal and

paternal affection. In the latter case, there is a striking

two-way love for father and son each respect and need the

other. It must be emphasized that this mutual love, terminated

by an involuntary death, is the most significant contact that

either Beno5::t or Claude has experienced with another person.

Jean's compassion for Benolt soon develops into a

deep affection which is not returned as Benoit is too occupied
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with other problems. However Benoit, by sympathizing with

Jean's attempts to overcome the problems of life, goes so

far as to associate Jean with the person to whom he is

closest, namely, Claude.

The most gratifying development is that of Jean and

Micheline. First of all she saves him from total despair

resulting from t.he apparent failure of his relationship with

Benoit and then she evokes thoughts of a motherly tenderness.

Finally Jean sees her as the optimum expression of human

love; that is, a love that is not perfect, nor eternal, nor

absolute but a love which he accepts. Jean and Micheline's

love represents the mos·t adequate communication in the novel

for both characters understand and need the other.

But, because the person Jean loves is not living,

and because he does not want to exist with only the memories

of love, he presumably takes his life and thereby achieves

a unity with Micheline in death. Jean's death is not a

violent one nor perhaps even a conscious one as in the case

of M. Giraud or Benoit. "La douceur Ie tuait" (E 245)

suggests that Jean is drifting into something pleasant rather

t:han unpleasant.

The obvious ambiguity of dea'th always intervening at

the moment when genuine affection and understanding have been

established (as in the case of Benoit and Claude, Benoit

and his wife, and Jean and Micheline) suggests that true
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love is practically impossible to main-tain although it is

great.ly desired.

The following ini:erpre-tation of -the enigmatic title

Evade de la nuit arises from the analysis of the foregoing

pages. Jean, totally disillusioned with -the idea of communion

with God after the death of his father, finds himself destitute

and isolated. Consequently, he makes two successive attempts

to overcome his solitude by means of human love. He soon

recognizes that his fraternal love for Benoit has resulted

in failure: "Notre combat a ete celui d'aveugles dans la

nuit. Nous ne nous sommes jamais atteints" (E 105). On the

other hand, his relationship with Micheline mee-ts a certain

measure of success, as a mutual love, af.fording some relief

to his loneliness has been created. Hence, one may fairly

assume tha-t Jean has escaped from the night--that is, has

emerged from the darkness of his solitude by means of

communication through love of woman. Indeed, in E~~de ~e

lanuit, Langevin seems to sugges-t 'a' belief in romantic

love or that love between man and woman, replacing a sense

of unity in God and in relationships with others.



CHAPTER II

POUSSIERE SUR LA VILLE

God and Man

The manger scene, which symbolically represents God's

love for man in the Christian tradition, has an important

role in Langevin's first two works. In Evade de la nuit,

it causes pain to the orphans who realize that they, unlike

the Christ child, are without a mother's love. In Poussiere

sur la ville, it instigates cOITmercial activity: people rush

to the stores as soon as the manger scene is on display.

The religious symbols of Christmas have lost their signifi-

cance: "Crest assez etrange cette fagon de celebrer la

naissance d'un enfant sur la paille par un debordement de

mercantilisme".l Even the generally happy atmosphere

associated with this season is found to be false (P 135).

The author's attitude to Christmas is equally cynical and

bitter in both novels and no doubt expresses his own dis-

illusionment with Christianity. Langevin himself had been

raised in an orphanage and possibly had an exposure to

religion similar to that of the characters he describes.

1 (Montreal: Le Cercle du Livre de France, 1953),
p. 89. [hereafter cited as P.]

44
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Three main attitudes towards God and religious

belief can be seen in Poussi~re sur la ville.

Madeleine Dubois, the heroine of the novel, does

not recognize God and thinks that the question of religious

belief is irrelevant. The only time she has been in a church

was on her wedding day, and since then, her lack of respect

for the church's moral au·thori ty is shown by her affair with

a handsome youth, Richard Hetu. When the village priest

tries to make her conform to his moral code, she gives him the

impression that she thinks that she is above her duty.

Madeleine's husband Alain, shares her "refus religieux"

(p 48) but the problem of God's existence disturbs him. He

seems to vaguely recognize a God for he wants to protect

Madeleine from Him and thus states: "Je ne veux que la consoler,

la soustraire a l'injustice divine ••• [qui devient] l'absurde

cruaute" (p 152f.). If God exists, he repudiates Him because

He is unjust; Alain explains: "Je ne crois pas a une justice

qui assene elle=meme les coups, quitte a se reprendre ailleurs,

plustard. Une justice qui brise l'innocent avant de Ie

reconnaItre" (P 127).

In this respect, his attitude to God is quite similar

to that of Camus, whose "estimate of the Christian faith is

summed up most simply in his remark that: 'in its essence,

Christianity••• is a doctrine of injustice. It is founded on

the sacrifice of the innocent and the acceptance of this
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sacrifice'II. 2

At the end of the novel, Alain's attitude to God is

most clearly one of defiance and denunciation: IIJe continue

man combat. Dieu et moi, nous ne sommes pas quittes encore.

Et peut-etre avons-nous les memes armes: l'amour et la

pitieD Mais moi je travaille a l'echelon de l'homme. Je

ne brasse pas des mondes et des especes. Je panse des hommes.

Forcement, nous n'avons pas Ie meme point de vue" (P 213).

Thus Alain Dubois II n 'est pas un incroyant absolu

comme Cherteffe mais la souffrance lui paraft absurde et lui

f 't t d 1 b'" l' t' d" ,,3al- me tre en oute a onte et a JUs lce lVlnes •

Although he seems to have a notion of a Superior Being, he

refuses to believe in that Being's justice.

On the other hand Dubois's colleague, Dr. Lafleur

has a blind but strong belief in God, although he too

rejects the idea of divine justice: "Sa foi l'eclaire sans

lui permettre de voir, mais son humilite n'exclue pas la

tristesse et peut-etre, l'indignation••••On ne parle plus

du ciel a un enfant tordu par une meningite cerebro-spinale;

ses convulsions et ses spasmes ebrechent l'idee d'une justice

absolue" (p 48). Lafleur will fight until his dying day

2Quoted by Thomas L. Hanna, IIAlbert Camus and the
Christian Faith" in A Collection of Critical Essays, ed.
Germaine Bree (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1962), 49.

3 , d ... ,. dYvon-Maurlce, An re 'Langevln romanCl'ere
tude huma.ine., unpublished M.A. thesis at"Uriiversity
1958, p. 47.

l'inquie-
of Montreal,
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against sickness and suffering, the evidences of God's in-

justice; his conviction is that: llil n'y a pas d'autres

solutions que de faire notre metier d 'homme" (p 128).

Dr. Rieux in Camus's La Peste reveals an identical

attitude towards human sUffering after witnessing the suffer-

ing and death of a young child. When a priest suggests that

perhaps he should love that which he cannot understand, he

r~plies: "Non, mon pere. • • .Je me fais une autre idee de

1 'amour. Et je refuserai jusqu'a la mort d'aimer cette

creation on des enfants sont torture~'! Rieux too finds s~~e

consolation in the medical profession through \'1hich he can

help alleviate man's problems. Lafleur is strikingly.

similar to Rieux except for the fact that Lafleur believes

in God despite His injustice, whereas Rieux denies God

because of it.

The third attitude to God is presented by the priest

of Macklin who believes in God on faith, and who acts accor-

ding to what he considers are the laws of God. He cannot

tolerate any behaviour that goes contrary to Christian

morality and thus he threatens to stop the scandal Madeleine

is creating. It is interesting that he distinguishes between

4Albert Camus, La Peste, ed. W. J. Strachan (2nd
ed.; London: Methuen, 1962"), p. 238.
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the agent and the sinful act: "Je ne condamne pas l'ame.

Je condamnc l'acte scandaleux" (p 162). His weakness is not

that he enforces the law, but that he does not understand

men: "11 ne comprend ni la pitie ni la signification du

pardon". 5 This lack of compassion for his fellow man fits

in with his disbelief of possible happiness on earth.

Furthermore, he confesses that although his purpose is to

save souls, his first duty is to save his own soul.

Although unsympathetic to man, he is humble before

God in that he claims no absolute ability to save souls by

performing his priestly functions (P 163). Since one has

the impression that the priest is sincere and loyal, his

hardness may be attributed to intellectual limitations; he

can carry out orders that are given to him, but he cannot

himself understand nor help the sinner. In fact, he does

end Madeleine's affair with Hetu, but in doing so he causes

further calamity: Madeleine attempts homicide and commits

suicide.

In" Fo"u"ss"ieYe sur"l"a" viTle, there is no evidence of a

God of love. The dilapidated nativity scenes, symbolizing

God's love for man through the birth of Jesus Christ, are a

derision: the inhabitants of Macklin observe them "avec un

peu d'amertume et de tristesse de sentir que les choses sont

5Gerard Bessette, Mary Jane Edwards, "Le Theme de
la solitude .• • "f. La Revue dpl'Univei's"ite d'Ottmva;. XXXII
(1962), 269.
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si peu ~ternelles" (p 135). The Christian God is without

sympathy or compassion for man since He at will, strikes

down both those who are guilty, (Madeleine), or innocent (the'

young child afflicted with cerebral meningitis (P 48)).

Reciprocally there exists no confirmation of man's

love for God. Dr. Lafleur worships God but his failure to

find a logical motive or explanation for God's injustice

prevents his love of God: indeed, he feels compelled to

oppose God for he explains to Dupas: "Vous voyez, nous

somraes deux a lutter contre lui" (P 128). The local priest

also serves God but in a strictly codified manner; he acts

according to rules alone and therefore there is no question

of an emotional response to God. Ultimately Dubois cynically

concedes that God, if existing, has love and pity: these two

qualities traditionally attributed to the Christian God 6 are

apparently lacking in any vision the characters may have of

God. In any case, Dubois believes that his own love and

pity are superior.

Gilles Marcotte interprets the God-man relationship

in a similar way:

Andr~ Langevin n'a pu faire que l'Amour soit
pr~sent dans son livre. Son Dieu, Ie Dieu
contre lequel il revendique n'est que celui
de la colere, la projection d'une absence

EBessette, Edwards, Ope cit., p. 268.
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cruellement ressentie. II reste pour lui,
comme dans' EVade' de' Ta' ::hu'it 'Ie pere cruel';
II l'est aussi pour les personnages chretiens
du roman. La foi du docteur Lafleur qui ne
manque pas de grandeur, du reste, est une foi
aveugle,celle d'un homme en lutte contre la
misere ici-bas et qui, vaincu, ne sait que
prier dans Ie noire Dieu de justice et de
colere, egalement, celui du cure de
Macklin. • • .Pour qui, comme Ie jeune
medecin, croit que 'la liberte c'est de
pouvoir se rendre au bout de son bonheur' ,
toutes les avenues sont fermees qui conduisent
a un tel Dieu. 7

No matter what approach Langevin uses to convey God,

that is, through the eyes of a non-believer, a believer with

reservations, and a believer of complete faith, God always

lacks love and pity. Since God is assumed to be good, a God

without love is meaningless and the universe therefore becomes

absurd. In this novel the author's attitude seems to be that

if God exists, He is unjust and unloving; one can fight

against Him only by turning to, and having compassion for,

one's fellow man. W. E. Collin reaches a corresponding

conclusion about Pous's'ie'resur' 'la Ville regarding the asso-

ciation of man and God: "Our duty as men is to act in a

manly fashion trying to undo the injustice of God". 8

. p'ou-s's'iey'e' 'SHY Ta' viTle is written in the first person

and thus the reader learns everything from Alain Dubois's

7Gilles Marcotte,' Une ·Litter·a·tur·e· qu-i' 'se' 'fa'i t
(Montreal: Editions HMH, 1962), pp. 56ff.

8W• E.Collin, University of Toronto Quarterly,
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point of view. Moreover, there is a symbolic value to -the

framework of ac,tion as the sta'te of mind of the characters

can often be associated with the physical milieu.

In the little mining town of Macklin, the inhabitants

react as a group ahd their actions coincide with the constant

rain and asbestos dust for both contribute to an inhospitable

atmosphere: 118i Ie sombre nuage de poussiere qui entoure

Macklin donne aux mineurs des visages resignes, c'est surtout

comme milieu social que la ville est hostile at cruel1e aux

heros •••Macklin symbolise la medisance, 1a calomnie,

l'ingerence grossiere et cruel Ie dans la vie des gtres ll
•
9

Soeur Ste-Marie-Eleuth~re stresses the importance of the

town as a strong force in the life of the Dubois couple:

liLa ville de Macklin qui assiste ~ l'echec de leur vie con-

jugale, la ville de Macklin qui pese lourd sur ieur d~stin

est cons±deree comme une personne vivante, une veri table pro-

tagoniste du drame ll 10

The men are immediately attracted to Madeleine who is

completely at ease with those from 'a working class background

as hers was the same. At the miners' change of shift

"Madeleine marchait parmi eux comme si elle avait toujours

XXVI (April 1957), 388.

9Roger Godbout, "Le Milieu",' Livre'set auteurs
9an"adie1::!:~' (1966), 201.

10Soeur Ste-Marie-Eleuthere,' La' Mere' dans 'l'eronian
'Ca'nadien-fran'ga'is, (Quebec: Les Presses ude u1'Universite
Laval, 1964), p. 109.
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v§cu dans la ville, la tgte rejet§e en arri~re, Ie regard

droit devant elle, fron9ant les sourcils de temps a autre

dans la pluie" (P 28). When the couple has conjugal prob

lems, "La ville enti~re penche pour Madeleine••• [qui] a

pr§f§r§ un de ses enfants et•••qui est de leur race" (p 138).

In contrast, the townspeople are hostile to Dubois.

This hostility, shown in their "regard ll is noticeable from

the outse't. The first statement of the text reads: IlUne

grosse femme, l'oeil mi-clos dans la neige me d§visage

froidement ll (P 11). Later Alain hesitates to enter a

restaurant because he knows that: "il y. aura vingt paires

d'yeux braqu§es sur moi qui m'examineront au microscope ll

(p 87). ~Vhen he sees H§tu and Madeleine together for the

first time, he is terribly upset but the townspeople have no

pity; they stare at him; some smile indulgently at this

slightly mad doctor: lila ville devient sadique • •• , les

habitants se r§jouissent en quelque sorte du malheur

d'Alain".ll

What reasons can justify this hostility? First of all,

the town assumes that because it is ultimately supporting

him, it has the right to do as it pleases. The doctor

reflects: liEn somme, j' §tc:ds venu chercher leur argent i

cela leur donnait presque Ie droit de d§shabiller rna femme"

(P 32). Thus, when the couple is having a disagreement

at Kouri's restaurant, Alain realizes:

llGodbout, op~~i!., p. 207.

.ICe ntest pas entre
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elle et moi mais entre nous et les autres" (p 66). Moreover

the values for which Alain stands are in direct contrast

to those of the town. The town cannot understand the doctor's

docility in face of Jim's flirtations with Madeleine, and

Hetu's affair with herpand it interprets Alain's permissive

ness as inferiority. Alain recognizes this immediately:

"Je leur cedais le terrain sur le seul plan qui les interes

-sait vraiment, celui de la virilite" (p 33).

At first there is general respect for Alain as a

doctor, even though there is no respect for him as a person.

Soon however, even this respect dwindles as it is replaced

by a mistrust in his competence. Prevost, the town merchant,

is skeptical of Dubois's modest diagnosis of his illness,

and a cardiac patient is aghast when Dubois's remedy for her

trouble is merely rest; she cannot understand how such a

serious illness can require no medicine.

The real test of Dubois's competence as a doctor comes

when he is asked to deliver a baby for a woman whose

symptoms are not normal. However the doctor is at a dis

advantage because he is suffering from a hangover, which is

the result of a visit to a hotel following a quarrel with

Madeleine; his conduct was neither accepted by the men at

the hotel nor by himself for he thought: "Regardez-moi sans

repit, vous me sauvez de moi~meme. Je reussis enfin a ne

plus penser a rna peau;; (p 107).
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Once at the home, Dubois realizes that if the operation

goes well in spite of his inebriated condition, he will win

the esteem of the housepold; if it does not go well, the
\

news of his failure will spread quickly. In fact, the whole

village does soon learn that not only was the doctor drunk,

but that he also killed the baby he was supposed to deliver.

Because of their religious indoctrination, they do not
.-

accept that the baby, a hydrocephalic, had to be killed in

order to spare the moUler's life; nor do they realize the

unfavourable conditions under which he was operating nor the

moral burden he has acquired.

Dr. Lafleur forewarns Alain of the reaction of the

townspeople: "On m'aurait pardonn~ ou j'aurais pu leur

faire comprendre. Avec vous ils seront sans piti~" (p 125).

Indeed, the attendant in the gas station does not thank him

for his gratuity; the druggist, contrary to custom, does

not greet him, nor does he give him satisfactory service,

and the nuns in the hospital receive him coolly. He reflects:

"Pensez: un homme que sa femme trompe, qui boit et accouche

un hydroc~phale. .Je sais qu'elles connaissent toutes

ma turpitude" (p 138).

Dubois feels like an intruder in the town for he

recognizes his own isolation. "Les autres, qui ~taient

la simplement, consciences, pr~sences renvoyant les per-

sonnages a eux-memes, 'indiscrets du regard; jamais en
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1 ' 1 A t t ;:) . f . 1I 12paro es, es u-res von uevenlr une orce agresslve

Patients stop seeing him and refuse to pay him for past dues.

At the instigation of the priest who wants to put a stop

to Madeleine's affair, the town makes an about-face and turns

not only against Dubois but against Madeleine as well; in

fact Dubois has the distinc·t impression that he and his wife

are being squeezed in a vice of the town.

After the fatal shooting, when Madeleine harms Hetu

and kills herself, Dr. Lafleur explains the reaction of the

city to Dubois: "Ils sont sans pitieD •••On vous tient

pour le seul coupable. Vous seul etes indemne•••• On

vous accuse de lachete. On ne vous pardonnera jamais ce

crime~la et votre vie toute entiere ne suffirait pas pour

leur demontrer que vous ne l'etes pas ll (p 208f). The city

once more has opted for Ivladeleine and rejected Dubois in

spite bE her adultery and murder.

Arthur Prevost, the wealthy proprietor of the general

store is the town spokesman. Because he has given Dubois

generous tenns for his loan, he also assumes ·the right to

moralize 'arid warns Dubois to correct his drinking habits and

to stop the scandal his wife is creating. When this warning
.<

. \

is not heeded, Prevost comes for his dues in order to crush

Dubois once a.nd for all.

, "
.u;Jean-'Louis Maj or, lIAndre IJangevin", Archives des

lettres canadiennes, III (1964), 223.
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The omnipresence of the city in the couple's lives is

made possible by certain individuals notably, Dr. Lafleur,

Alain's colleague; Kouri, the owner of the restaurant;

Therese, their hired help; and Jim,the taxi driver. 13 These

people's attitude towards Dubois is generally more sympa-

thetic and kind than that of the town, or if they are not

friendly at the outset, they gradually become friendly.

Dr. Lafleur who knows Dubois primarily on a professional

basis, proves to be a very likeable individual; the older

doctor offers to lend Dubois money, and gives him several

patients to help him begin practice. The reader is meant

to take pity on Lafleur who is also somewhat rejected by the

town; he is comfortable only with children and he must bear

the mockery of the very people to whom he gave birth. At

no time does he pass judgment on Dubois's private life; he

continues to accept Dubois as an associate. Moreover, when

Lafleur realizes that it will be practically impossible for

Dubois to remain in Macklin, he kindly offers to establish

Alain in practice elsewhere.

Kouri too shows himself to be friendly to Dubois. In

'fact Kouri is amicable to everyone, perhaps because he is a

bit fearful of others. He nonchalantly allows the motor-

cyclists to spend hours in his restaurant and Dubois can even

imagine Kouri consoling someone who is holding him at bay with

a gun. It is Kouri who first warns Dubois of Madeleine's

13Cf . Rejean Robidoux,
'Eran'gais' dU vingtieme'si'ec'le.

d'Ottawa, 1966), p. 130.

Andre Renaud,' Le Roman canadien-
(Ottawa: Editions de l'Universite
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constant visits to his restaurant, but this warning is not

said with malice as Kouri is trying to help DUbois. The

first evening that Madeleine brings Hetu to her home, Dubois

goes to Kouri's to seek consolatiori: "Ce soir-l~ j1 a i ete

boire chez Kouri ••••Un homme sensible Kouri. II a place

deux bouteilles sur mon pupitre, a referme la porte sur moi

et s'en est aIle pour la soiree. II est revenu vers minuit

pour boire un verre avec moi sans mot dire. Avant que je ne

Ie quitte, il m'a serre la main" (p 171).

The night Dubois is at the hotel drinking, Kouri feels

most awkward "avec sa bonte un peu honteuse ll (P Ill), when he

is quizzed on Madeleine's conduct as he does not want to cause

Dubois pain. He kindly follows the intoxicated Dubois home

to give him assistance if it is needed. Kouri is the "bonne

ame qui veut pousser ~ la roue et prefererait qu'on ne

vtt pas son geste ll (p Ill). It is stress~d that Kouri

receives only one or two visitors at his summer cottage and

since Dubois is offered a holiday there, this offer may be

regarded as a sign of true friendship.

Therese is the one who has the best view of the

couple's intimate life: IIPar elle laville a penetre jusqu'en

leur foyer".14 Since she is a friend of Madeleine, it is

natural that she defend her in front of Dubois. However,

14M . -. " 1aJor," Op."Cl~., p. 2 8.
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Therese is annoying to him because she does not follow his

instructions to write out his messages, and she always

witnesses his quarrels with Madeleine; Therese is truly their

IIAsmodee" (P 98). In spite of this, her presence makes the

couple1sconjugal life less bitter as she can fill in the

many gaps in their conversation; in fact, Alain often

wonders what he and Madeleine would do without Therese.

Dubois is somewhat relieved that she never resents him

for his rough treatment of her when he is annoyed with his

wife·. He reflects: IIElle me panse directement, ne ml aban

donne pas •••. Elle m10ffre sa bonne humeur comme si

Hadeleine et moi ne cotoyions PCJ.s llabl:me ll (p 124). Her

amicability is revealed when she does her best to bring

a Christmas atmosphere to the troubled household. Dubois

thinks of the possibility of physical contact with her, as

he is sure that she would not reject him but he dismisses

this idea on the grounds that he lacks the energy to

engage in a new relationship as he is so occupied with

Madeleine.

The favourable contact that has been established between

Therese and the couple is seen by Alain's reflection: IIJe

suis sur qu'elle doit reussir a nous defendre tous les deux

en ville" (p 142). This is a difficult task in view of the

hostility of the town. Even when Madeleine has died she shows

her independent closeness to Du~ois by refusing to leave

him alone as she is certain that her presence can somehow
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help him.

Jim also sees the couple from a very close range as

his taxi business is situated across from the Dubois house

hold. He has the title of "le scrutateur des consciences

du pays" (P 150); "il sait mieux que personne dans la

ville quels sont les rapports entre amoureux et epoux••• Jim

absorbe tout et rend tout un peu plus sale" (p 33). He is

rather disagreeable for he is extremely lazy, coarse in his

manners and sadistic in the way he causes Alain discomfort

by insinuating that Madeleine is unfaithful and then by

refusing to enlighten him. Alain's mistrust of Jim is

brought out by the following: "L'equivoque flotte toujours

autour de lui. Vous avez l'impression qu'il vous poignarderait

pour le plaisir d'eponger soigneusement le sang de la plaie

ensuite" (P 79).

Yet there is a development in Alain's relationship

with him. When all the others refuse to associate with

Dubois because of his damaged reputation, Alain feels:

"Jim est devenu mon ami. • • .11 est le seul a me parler

dans la rue sans rougir et sans baisser les yeux" (p 169).

Moreover, it is Jim who is most moved (besides Alain himself),

and most helpful, after Madeleine dies. Until now, Jim had

been known for his tremendous insensitivity: "chercher a

l'humilier serait vouloir fendre l'eau avec une epee" (p 45).

vllien Alain weeps in the taxi, Jim too is overwrought for
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he"sniffles loudly; in spite of everything, Jim "a quand

meme conserve un peu de dignite, tres loin dans son arne.

Elle emerge dans les occasions extraordinaires" (P 194).

Shortly afterwards, Jim is inebriated since the tragic events

of that day have moved him immensely; this callous and

imperturbable person has come to understand Dubois's loss

and to sympathize with him.

Therefore, despite the general antagonism of the towns-·

people, those who are closest to Dubois not only comprehend

his attitude but also acquire compassion for his suffering.

As a doctor, Dubois i.s sensitive t.o people's s.uffering

as he reflects: "Legende que l'insensibilite du chirurgien"

(p 47). However, his feeli.ngs to the people of Macklin have

developed greatly from the time he regarded them as nothing

better than vermin (P 34). He recognizes that between his

attitude and that of the townspeople, there is a clash of

values: "Je sais depuis Ie debut que personne ne me

comprendra. et j e ne m' y attends pacs'.' (P 173); whereas they

think a man's dignity rests on his virility, he believes that

it comes from pity and understanding for one's fellow man.

"Comme Camus, Alain ne reconna5::t plus qu'un moyen de salut:

. -- h' 1 . t' --" 15une charlte toute umalne, a pl le •

15
Marcotte, op~it., p. 57.
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Thus, Alain's pity is not only meant for Madeleine;

it also is to encompass Jim, the mother of Madeleine, and

even Hetu who was not free to spare him torture (P 205).

When Alain realizes that his services are still needed in

the town, regardless of past events, he decides to remain

in Macklin: "Je resterai contre toute la ville. Je les

forcerai a m'aimer. La pitie qui m'a si mal reussi avec

Madeleine, je les en inonderai. J'ai un beau metier ou la

pitie peut sourdre sans cesse san~ qu'on l'appelle" (p 213).

Because Alain has rejected God, he decides to try to make

his life meaningful by helping men. His goal of establish-

ing a mutual love may fail, as some critics believe: "La

pitip. nlest peut-etre qu'un amour qui ignore la vie, qui

s 'ignore 1 ui-meme. • • Macklin, non plus que Madeleine, ne se

laissera vaincre par cette arme••••Ce n'est pas la pitie,

c'est l'amour qui est fort et qui abat les murailles".16

However it was previously shown that Dubois equates pity

and love and that his pity has affected Jim. Moreover,

Alain has learned to go beyond himself; he has not only been

able to love and help his wife in the most difficult

circumstances but he has also been able to pardon and under

stand those who were without pity for him.

16
Marcotte, op., ?it., p. 58.
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Man and Woman

The man-woman relationship is essential to' P-ous's'H~'re

~urla ville for without it, the book itself would not exist.

Virgilia Peterson, in stressing the importance of this aspect

states that the novel "shows a great concern with the con-

science and preoccupation wit~ the moral ingredients of love

between man and woman. .' .The interest stems from the

struggle between jealousy and love, between wounded se1f-

esteem and generosity of instinct, between outrage and pity

in the doc,tol.-' s own lacerated heart". 17

The nature of Alain's lover like Micheline's before

him, is unique: it embodies those qualities of understanding

and pity, self-sacrifice and tenderness. Despite the fact

that Madeleine betrays him and eventually takes her own life

so that he no longer can be with her, his love for her is

without limitations for he assumes the herculean task of re-

orientating his love for her upon the hostile townspeople

and forcing them to reciprocate that love.

Certain critics suggest that Alain is a cowardly

masochist18 !!(qui] eprouve une amere satisfaction a cette

17. . 1 . N k"1 Id T . b B kVlrgl la Peterson, ew Yor ... ~era_ rl une 00

Review f (Sepi.~ember 18, 1955),' p. 3.-'

l8Jean Fi1iatrault, "
litterature romanesquc
V (1964), 188.

.La Revolte dans notre
Recherches sociograJ?hi(:rn~;
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douleur entree si loin en lUi".19 However this interpretation

seems invalid when one considers that Alain never enjoyed

the torture he received at the hands of his wife; indeed,

his conduct amounted to "une resignation qui etait plus un

equilibre moral qu'un consentement" (p 205). Far from

degenerating, Dubois transcends the usual limitations of

man and acquires an almost< super-human dignity.

In" La" Revue" "p6pHTa"ire, Langevin makes his intentions

explicit:

J'etais hante par une image fascinante a incarner,
l'image d'un homme agenouille aux cotes de sa femme
morte. II s'en voudrait alors de lui avoir vole
ses chances de bonheur, mais il serait trop tarde
La mort constitue une telle alienation au depart
qulun autre etre ne peut pas ajouter a cette
alienation sous pretexte de droits conferes par
Ie mariage, la religion, l'amour au quelqu'autre
forme de contrainte.

Un etre n'a pas Ie droit de brimer la liberte
d'un autre etre. Du fait qu'il y ait la mort
et que celle-ci pollue la vie au depart. Bien
entendu, on a trouve generalement, que mon heros
etait un faible. Pour moi, clest un fort, qui
slest eleve au-dessus de sa propre passion. 20

Let us now examine the difficulties the couple

encounter and their reaction to them in order to appreciate

their attitude to each other.

Dubois's love for Madeleine originated in "un besoin

de domination parce qu'elle avait une allure trop libre,

19Roger Duhamel," Ac"ti"o"n" "tin"iversi"ta"ire, XX (1954), 68.

20 d' .An re Langevln quoted in La Revue populaire
(September 1961), p. 7.
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[et] ensuite [dans] un amour d'adolescent,,21 and it grew

gradually from these beginnings. Madeleine's love however,

changed from intense passion to mild indifference. It

was her mother who encouraged her to have the security of

being a doctor's wife although she herself, contrary to the

view of some critics,22 felt indifference, if not repulsion

for his profession (P 89). Thus they slipped into marriage

"sans rien premediter, avec une passivite egale de part et

d'autre" (p 220). The most amazing feature of their marriage

was that neither person had much knowledge of the other;

later Madeleine confessed: "Tu sais, je ne t'ai jamais

connu vraiment ll and Alain replied" "Moi non plus" (p 155).

In fact it was physical desire that led Alain to

Madeleine; this desire then continues to be a cardinal

feature of his love for he affirms: "son corps •••me tiendra

toujours" (p 131). But even the first physical contact, which

occurred before marriage, makes -Alain aware of his lack of

communication with Madeleine; she shows herself capable of

an impulsive desire and passion but this feeling quickly

diminishes to indifference.

Roger Duhamel points out the initial flaws in the

marriage: "Pourquoi ce mariage mal assorti? Le desir chez

21Major, ~p. cit., p. 220.

"""''''Anonymous, The Catholic World (November 1955), p. 150.
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l'homme et la vanite qhez la fenune? Peut-etre bien".23 The

possibility of their happiness is doubtful right from the

beginning for Dubois himself remarks: "11 se terre en elle

un etre qui ne m'appartient pas, que -je n'atte±ndrai jamais.

J I ignore si cet etre'- Vi mI aime, mais j e sais qu I il est sa

part essentielle. Un peu comme si je ne la possedais quia

bout de bras avec, entre nous, une opacite infranchissable"

(p 19).

It is necessary to examine the character of Madeleine

for she is basically the controlling factor in the marriage.

Since she is "le refus de 1a contrainte" (P 31)i i.e., the

incarnation of freedom itself, and since she is only interested

in that which i.s new and different, she is simply not capable

of a lengthy union wherein "les rapports doivent nletre plus

qulune perpetue11e repetition" (p 17). In fact Alain is

vaguely aware that she might consistently be attracted to

other people because they have continual mobility and a

certain instability.

t>1ade1eine i.s directed by emotion rather than by

reason and thus she tends to be intensely selfish as she must

follow her whims. At one point she insists on pressing the

accelerator of their car just as a train is approaching

230 . t 68p. Cl !, p. •
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a crossing; she knows no fear and lives to be thrilled. Her

mot-t:o is: "Je continuerai de faire ce qui me plait" (P 66)

but even in doing this she is perpetually unsatisfied. She

has the traits of a manic depressive for "sa vie est faite de

moments d'ardeur et de grands espaces vides ou elle est

d'une passivit§ d§concertante" (P 17). Her need to win or

lose everything and her desire to try and know all make her

even more absolute than Jean Cher-teffe in Evad§ de la nuit.

Like Jean Anouilh's Antigone, Madeleine would say: "Moi,

je veux tout, tout de suite, et que ce soit entier ou alors

je refuse".24 In fact, she worries Alain, because her

absolutism leads him to think she is somewhat abnormal.

Intuitively, he senses her fragility and vulnerability: "Un

§garement que j'ai surpris dans son regard a de rares moments.

Elle vit avec trop de hate. Son intensit§ quand elle est

heureuse inquiete comme une maladie" (p 132). Alain some-

how cannot imagine her old; he even feels that her beauty

invites destruction. Critics tend to regard her as "d§s-

. 1 . b -- " 25 " th l' ,,2 6 h . . t b' 1 .equ1 1 ree, un cas pa 0 oglque. T 1S 1ns a 1 l~y

is further brought out by her excessive need for escapism

through movies or the jUke-box which put her in "un §tat

24. (.
Ant1g()~e Par1S: La Table Ronde, 1946), p. 97.

25 Guy Robert, Revue dominicaine (1956), p. 213.

26
Paul Gay•..•L'Amour dans Ie roman canadien-
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Yvon-Maurice says this of Madeleine: "Un abandon

d§finitif dans l'amour serait oppos§ a un caractere d'une

mobilit§ aussi capricieuse" 27 This attitude is born out

by her ill-humoured behaviour immediately following her

marriage. On the day after their arrival in Macklin,

Madeleine bitterly and scornfully regards Dubois as a jailer,

herself as his prisoner. She is so bored already that she must

be taken to a restaurant where she proceeds to amuse herself

at Alain's expense. Later that evening Alain pardons her

scorn, and her cross disposition and then comes to realize

that Madeleine" [sa] fermue, §tait spec·ta-trice aux' jeux de

l'amour" (P 38). Right from the outset her frigidity and

extreme lack of communication combined with her selfishness

and insa-tisfaction suggest that she is entirely unsuited for

marriage.

Love is not a static t.hing for it is always developj ngi

its intensity can increase and decrease all the time. Thus

Alain first disregards Kouri's warning about Madeleine's

visits to his restaurant, in thinking their three months of

married life testify to her innocence. However, suspicion

gradually works on him because Madeleine makes him feel like

an intruder in his own home, a tormentor of someone who wants

------------_.
franqais .• •• , M.A. thesis at University of Ottawa, 1964,
p. -rS-Lf---(pUblished in 1965 in L I Enseignemenj; secondaire au
Canada) .

27 0.£;.._ c~~., p. 46.
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to be free. Ironically it is Madeleine who restricts Alain

because he h~eds her wishes: "Que je puisse &tre jaloux,

souP9onneux, autoritaire blesserait davantage sa fierte que

Ie meprisable regard de Jim" (p 43). Although her indepen

dence humiliates him, her loneliness and unhappiness evoke

his paternal feelings: "C'est un peu la souffrance de

Madeleine qui m'emeut certes, mais surtout mon impossibilite

d'intervenir, sa solitude qui m'eut touche chez n'importe

qui d'autre" (p 69). In view of the fact that Alain knows

Madeleine will necessarily die, he, as her husband, feels

-responsible for her: "Cette idee de sa mort, et c'est la

fin logique de notre mariage, donne a mes paroles et ames

actes les plus anodins une impressionnante gravite••••Je

suis engage envers elle, sans possibilite de recul" (P 73).

Alain is therefore forgiving and indulgent when Madeleine

either leaves him alone or shows her indifference to him.

A crisis occurs when Madeleine resorts to role

playing; she pretends she suddenly is happy with her life in

Macklin and this behaviour irritates Dubois who makes an

insinuation about her involvement with Richard Hetu. Dubois

is confused by her cool reaction for "elle peut &tre assez

parfide pour donner l'illusion d'un malheur inexistant"

(p 85). Their relations become so strained that their mutal

insatisfaction and boredom cause Dubois to ponder: "Quels

plaisirs communs avons-nous eus depuis notre mariage? Sur

quoi nous accordons-nous? •• Nous ne sommes lies que par
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un echec cornmun~ (p 89).

Contact between the two is established the moment

that Dubois sees Madeleine and Hetu -together; the contact is

through hate: "Nous nous sommes penetres enfin. • • .Ame

contre ame lies par la glu de la haine, autrement plus

tenace que celIe de l'amour" (P 96). Dubois feels his soli-..

tude more int:ensely than ever before and thus considers the

possibility of reconciliation: "Devant l'effondrement du

bonheur, Dubois se decouvre seul et desempare. Quand on

ne peut supporter Ie vertige de cette solitude, il ne reste

que l'illusion voulue,la recherche de 1 'acceptation.

'L'exigence excessive tue Ie bonheur' ••••11 veut croire

I '" t 1 b h t 'bl " 28aveug emen que _e on eur es - pOSSl_ e. Dubois is still

vUlnerable; he continues to need and love Madeleine because

he believes she is a vital, if not the best part 'of him.

In order to diminish his sUffering, he begins to

drink. Since Madeleine reproaches him for his conduct and

refuses to communicate with him about Hetu, Alain dominates

her physically and sexually in revenge (p 104). Madeleine's

resulting indifference brings about his reflections on their

relationship:

Quels ont ete d'ailleurs, nos liens spirituels?
Fragiles •••• Sur Ie plan intellectuel nous
n1avons jamais communie•••• Je ne l'ai jamais
non plus, par la force des choses, dominee par
l'esprit. Nos rapports etaient physiques

28 , 't 22lfMaJor, op~__., pp. -.
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essentiellement. J'ai aime en elle la liberte de
son corps et cet amour-la, qui peut affirmer qu'il
h'est pas le vrai? (P 131)

At this point Alain seems to think physical love is the only

kind that has any real meaning.

The climax occurs Christmas eve as Madeleine finally

confides in Alain: she loves Hetu and is unhappy as this

love is not requited. When Madeleine states that it is not

her desire to hurt her husband, a meaningful contact emerges:

"11 a conscience que leurs §mes se rejoignent et c'est dans

la . t . -" 29 Db' 1 h . 1 f h "M' t . -pl le. u D1S ana yzes lS ove or er: wa pl le,

c'est peut-etre qa l'amour en fin de compte, quand on a

cesse d'aimer comme si on ne devait jamais mourir" (p 153).

Now Alain has a broader definition of love for the feeling

of pity emerges as an important aspect of it. A reciprocal

understanding comes into being: Alain decides to let her

act freely as he feels responsible for her, not in an abstract

way as before, but for her happiness; thus he goes to the

extent of tolerating Hetu at his home. Madeleine worries

about him for the first time and physically gives herself to

him as this is her way of expressing her concern. Since it

is now clear that a permanent contact cannot be establishe~

Alain receives no joy from this physical contact and concludes

that his existence will irrevocably be parallel to that of

Madeleine; he knows their paths will never unite (P 156).

29Yvon-Maurice, op. cit., p. 57.
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Despite the fact that Madeleine seems genuinely

happy because of their new arrangement Dubois instinctively

feels she must scorn him for not according a greater value

to her fidelity. In order to acquire a passive state and

to sustain his courag~ alcohol is the only means by which he

can continue to bear pity on Madeleine (P 170). Although he

feels Madeleine will collapse if her new endeavour does not

succeed, he absolutely refuses to limit her freedom.

Then since Madeleine actually is crippled as a result

of Hetu's engagement, Alain suffers as he cannot help her.

Before going away, she hUmbly asks for Alain's forgiveness:

"Pardonne-moi. ••• Je te jure que je h'ai jamais voulu te

faire mal" (P 186). Philippe Lacelin conTInents on the

significance of her sympathy: "La femme ... enfant egoeentrique

du debut, montre a la fin qu'elle est capable de pitie et

qu'elle prend conscience de la souffrance de son mario Nous

assistons au cheminement d'un esprit se montrant de plus en

plus lucide et presentant son malheur".30 One has the

impression that Madeleine's moments of love for Dubois are

impulsive and absolute. Perhaps she always loves him in her

own particular fashion; she will not allow herself to be

bound by any law which insists on fidelity. The only type

30philippe Lacelin, "La Femme.
ecritures, I, Series 3 (1964),22.

". . , Lettres et
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of love she can give is one that is spontaneous and total.

"From disdaining the conventional language of love to the

more tangible incidents of her adultery, she never ceases to

1 h ' db' t 'd h'" 31ove 3.m an never eglns -0 conSl er J_m.

When Madeleine supposedly has left to visit her mother

for a month, Alain's tremendous love for her is revealed; he

vows that they will move anywhere so that she will be happy

and he already feels the pain of being separated from her.

Shortly afterwards, on seeing her dead before him, he reflects:

"Je lui avais tout pardonne. Meme rna chair pour la premiere

fois oUbliait. Ma vague de pitie se resorbait dans l'amour

que je n'avais jamais cesse de lui porter" (P 193). His

nobili ty is underlined by his assumption of responsibili-ty

for the actions of his wife and his strength is ~een by his

decision to bear love for a hostile people, for: "En les

aimant eux, crest Madeleine qui [ill aime encore ll (p 2l3).

In spite of the instability Madeleine revealed by

her excessive need for freedom and resultant suicide, she

finally has learned to appreciate the love Alain offers her.

At her death, she wears his bracelet and necklace "comme si

elle voulait signifier que par dela la mort, elle revenait

31Jack Warwick, The Long Jo~rnex (Toronto: University
of -Toronto Press, 196B), p. 12S:
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a son premier maltre".32 A united has been achieved for

Dubois states: "L'ame m'habite et je ne puis mIen de-

charger••••Je dois ••• apprivoiser l'ame de Madeleine en

moi, lui assigner sa place" (P 200).

Paul-Emile Racicot concludes: "L'amour est con

querant".33 Love is victorious but only because Madeleine

has died. As has been shown, Madeleine is not capable of

maintaining a lasting relationship; n~velty is too attractive

to her. Dubois analyzes: "Alienee, elle l'etait depuis sa

naissance••••On ne lui a pas laisse d'autre choix que

d' accomplir ce qui devai t etre accompli" (p 195).

In Poussiere sur la ville, love triumphs over death;

Langevin makes an original addition to this conventional

theme as love simultaneously triumphs through death itself

rather than through life. Moreover, it is Madeleine's death

that brings about Dubois's decision to love the townspeople

as he can no longer love his wife except through them an in

memory.

Madeleine is so independent that one may surmise

that her attitude to anyone else would have been similar

to her attitude to Dubois she absolutely refuses to

compromise her desires: "On ne peut la plir a sa guise:

elle se brisera plut6t" (p 132). The couple's basic

~? - - - - -
--Paul Gay, Ope cit., pp. 152£.

33paul-Emile Raciot, Relations, XIV (1954), 156.
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lack of communication was dispelled only when Madeleine

chose to stop considering herself and to realize Dubois's

point of view. Dubois realizes that "pas un regret n'effacera

cette opacite qui nous empecha toujours de nous voir" (p 212).

Dubois \vas concerned about the relationship all the time;

Madeleine, by definition, was not. On this plane? the con-

flict of the novel appears to concern a female impulsive and

spontaneous activity and a male rational, analyzing spirit.

They rarely understand each other simultaneously but they

are essentially interdependent.

The triumph is granted to Dubois because he, unlike

Madeleine, transcends his problems; surely there is greater

nobility in facing an exceedingly difficult problem with

patience and determination than in avoiding it by suicide.

Guy Sylvestre's interpretation, though answering extreme

views of Alain by passing to another extreme, does clarify

his real importance in the novel:

Seul Alain Dubois donne au roman son prix car
seul il est un homme qui s'interroge. Le
malheur est qu'il n'a pas d'adversaire digne
de lui, car sa femme n'est qu'un petit animal
qui ne vit que dans l'instant, irrefl~chie,
plus agie qu'agissante. • .Le drame d'Alain
Dubois est de vouloir vivre conscient et
responsable dans un monde qui oublie de se
poser des questions et refuse la lucidite.
Crest lui, Alain Dubois, qui donne au recit
tout son interet et crest egalement lui qui
donne au livre sa portee humaine et sa dignite.34

34 Guy Sylvestre, Nouvelle Revue canadienne, VIII
(1954),99.
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InPo·ussieresurla ville, the concept of a reciprocal

love between God and man is scoffed at because of the deri

sion of the religious syrr~ols, and ·the overwhelming antagon

ism on the part of the characters to the idea of a God of

love, if indeed God is accepted as existing. Moreover, one has

the distinct impression that Langevin is recommending human

compassion as a means to cor-mat God's evident injustice.

An interesting relationship between man and others is

portrayed in this novel. Despite the overt hostility and

lack of pity on the part of the townspeople of Macklin,

several individuals acquire a genuine friendship for Dubois.

Lafleur, Kouri, Therese and Jim gradually grow close to the

young doctor if they are not already friendly at the outset.

The most marked development is that of Jim who changes from

a totally insensitive person to one with understanding and

sympathy; both qualities are important aspects of love.

Physical desire is obviously a key factor of love in the

man-woman relationship--whether this be with Madeleine and

Dubois or Madeleine and Hp.tu. In contrast to Madeleine's

desire for the impossible achievement of absolute love,

Dubois's love is most realistic; although first involving

physical attraction almost exclusively, it gradually broadens

to include infinite pity and tenderness.

This novel appears to manifest the greatest number of
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positive evidences of love in the works so far described.

Alain's tremendous desire to live and to shower his love on

the townspeople as opposed to Jean Cherteffe's suicide and

burial of his love, denotes that in Langevin's second novel,

a greater emphasis is placed on life and on love.



CHAPTER III

LE TEMPS DES HOMMES

Man and Woman

In his first novel, Langevin briefly sketches

several amorous associations although he concentrates on one

of these for approximately half of the novel. The second

novel is devoted solely to the struggle of a newly married

couple and to their efforts to live together. Finally,

the most recent work, which intimately depicts the life of

one couple and which also presents a detailed description

of other types of male-female contact, gives a synthesis

and an enlargement of different attitudes to lovej in

addition, Le Temps. des ho~nes reveals the first portrait of

a successful marriage.

A characteristic of love which is emphasized in all

three novels is its unpredictable nature. It is difficult

to describe this feeling whiQh can give a new direction to

one's life. Yolande, an important female character of

Le Temps des hommes explains to her sister Marthe: "Tu

vois Marthe, l'amour c'est quasiment injuste. Tu peux aimer

quelqu'un qui te rendra malheureuse et passer a cote de

quelqu'un qui ferait ton bonheur. Ou quand on aime on ne

sait pas ce que c'est. Ce n'est pas facile".l

I Le Temps des ho~~es (Montreal: Le Cercle du Livre
de France, 1956), p. 204,· [hereafter cited as T].

77
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Yolande first ponders about the nature of love during

an affair with her husband's foreman. It is the tyrannical

attitude of her husband Laurier that ha~ in great measure,

given rise to her infidelity; he thinks in this way: "Elle

est a moi et je la traiterai comme je voudrai" (T 33). His

restrictive concept of marriage necessarily reduces his wife

to the status of an object, a possession; in his eyes,

"l'amour. .clest peut-etre cela: une femme qui attend sans

rien demander. .Le mariage pour avoir un sens devrait

etre une espece de mur. Tu mets un cloture autour de ton

champ et personne n~y passe" (T 119). Laurier, being in~

capable of tenderness, mocks the' pasHionate love which is

portrayed in the cinema; he gives Yolande no sexual satis-

faction as he "ne connaissait rien aux jeux de l'amour" (T 11).

Consequently Laurier never has 'any significant contact with

Yolande, not even during sexual intercourse; he sees in her

only "la fausse soumission, l'etreinte de glace qui Ie

laisait insatisfait, en proie au ridicule, blesse dans son

orgueil; l'etreinte dont elle etait absente" (T 47).

Although claiming not to understand why Yolande risks

her life for a stranger, he does recognize that he and his

wife were unsuited to each other and that it was he who forced

her into marriage. His desire for her originated as a youth

when even then he was her "gros chien de garde. • [car elle]

etait devenue tout a coup

necessaire au monde, la seule possession qu'il importait
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d'obtenir" (T 48). Thus, it bothers him terribly that he has

no security in marriage and his resulting jealousy leads him

to keep his wife under strict surveillance. Yolande's cold

neSG both hurts and humiliates him since his need of her

intensifies with marriage. He later explains: "II y a des

gens qui feraient n'importe quoi pour de l'argent, ou

obtenir un poste, ou trouver de l'alcool. Moi, mon alcool,

c'etait Yolande. .Jamais un homme n'a desire sa fen~e

come j'ai desirela mienne" (T 124f).

However Laurier's love for Yolande is so warped that

he only provokes her boredom, indifference and repulsion.

Indeed, Yolande requires a daily consumption of alcohol to

dispel her depression and to maintain her tolerance of him.

She, like Madeleine of ~~ussiere sur la ville, sees herself

as her husband's victim: JlLa jeune femme derivait mieux

aussi loin de Laurier, de ses droits et de sa tyrannie de

mari" (T 11). Marriage for Yolande amounts to a pitiful

attrition and her resulting dissatisfaction leads her to

engage in a relationship with Gros Louis, her husband's

foreman.

Having discovered the existence of this relationship,

Laurier becomes insanely jealous. In fact, his intense

jealousy is the dominating passion of the novel for it leads

him to murder his wife's lover and to plan a torturous

atonement for Yolande: "Elle paiera. Longtemps. Des annees

et des annees pour la faire expier" (T 127). The murder of
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of Gros Louis significantly changes his life: his desire for

revenge has grown greater than his need of her and he becomes

indifferent to her: IIMeme l'accueil de Yolande ne donnerait

rien ll (T 202).

M1en Laurier discusses his conjugal problems with

another character, he is told: IITu ne regardes qu'en toi,

Laurier. Elle, tu ne la vois pas. Tu interroges et tu

r~pondsll (T 215). Laurier had been too selfish in love to be

able to establish a meaningful relationship with Yolande.

Langevin makes several distinct references to the

sexual aspect of love in his novels and thus it acquires

great importance. Laurier's attitude to women in general is

physical desire: he makes this evident when he says: ilLes

femrnes, d' habi t.ude, tu penses a leurs corps. Tu les desha

billes; tu essaies d'imaginer comment elles sont. Tu les

desires ou tu les desires pas" (T 119).

Moreover, Arthur Derome, a hotel proprietor and the

father of Yolande and Marthe, has a'passion for pornographic

magazines; for ten years after his wife's death, he has had

physical relations with lI une dizaine de femmes de menage qui

s'etaient succedees a l'h6tel" (T 121). Having a similar

outlook is Maurice, the cook in a lumberjack camp, who also

has a propensity for obscene photographs although his

relations with women only occur in his dreams. His base

desires are revealed even when he looks at a girl, for Marthe
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has the disagreeable sensation of being touched by him as he

gazes at her. Love is an unattainable necessity for him as

he desperately feels its absence: "Pourquoi, fait de sang,

de chair et d'os comme les autres, tout un cote de la vie

lui etait-il derobe, interdit: celui du de~ir assouvi, de

l'amour, de l'amitie" (T 84).

Although the sexual aspects of love are mainly
-

associated with the men of Le Temps des hommes, Yolande

imagines herself as some sort of sex goddess; she tries to

imitate the appearance of women in movie magazines in order

to entice the clients at her father's hotel. Her affair with

Gros Louis "lui restituait tout ce dont llavait privee

Laurier" (T 13). However, she expects a further relationship

to develop from sexual contact and is noticeably disappointed

when: "Ses bras ne parvenaient pas a retablir une communi-

cation entre l'homme et elle. L'homme etait ailleurs,

etranger et inquietant ll (T 28).2 Unfortunately for Yolande,

Gros Louis equates love of woman in a romantic sense with

physical love, and he at first scorns those who suffer emotion-

ally because of a woman. Despite this mockery, an emotional,

.relationship does soon develop between him and Yolande who

needs him and offers her life to him.

Previously Gros Louis had placed women in two

2The inadequacy of sexual love here parallels that of
Laurier and Yolande (T 47).
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categories: Dlabord celles qu'il connaissait le mieux, qu'il.

pouvait desirer, embrasser, toucher et puis celles qu'il ne

pouvait que regarder de loin, aimer avec les yeux seulement,

proteger plut8t que desirer" (T 85). His sister, who is

dying of leukemia, belongs to the second group; he feels so

close to her that he insists on giving her the best of care

and separation from her causes him grief (T 87). Despite

Gros Louis's mockery (T 57), he obviously accepts the

sUffering of men for those women who are in the second

category. This tender affection also spreads to Yolande

who "avait eveille en lui un sentiment aussi subtil, aussi

tendre que celui qulil ressentait en quittant sa soeur.

11 sentait une bouffee de chaleur dans sa poitrine et un

pacifiant desir de caresser, de calmer, de proteger" (T 87);

that is, "Gros Louis decouvre. .que l'amour peut §tre autre

chose qulun accouplement passager".3

Yolande has become so necessary to Gros Louis that

he willingly risks the respect and .confidenceof his men in

order to see her. His great desire is to protect her and make

her happy. Although fearing the responsibility for another

human being, he feels that a woman would bring meaning to his

life (T172).

3Gi11es Marcotte, Dne Litterature qui se fait
(Montreal: l,es Editions HYili, 1962), p. 60:-------
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However, their love is destroyed when Gras Louis is

murdered. Since he was essential to Yolande's happiness, she

goes into a state of shock upon learning of his death. At

the end of the novel, the kiss she gives to the unconscious

priest Dupas, signifies her great sUffering due to the loss

of Gras Louis since Dupas's presence serves as a reminder of

her loved one: "Elle toucha I' hOITrrne, demandant a ce contact

physique Ie souvenir d' un autre cantact" (T 232). She is aware

that the existence that lies ahead of her is even bleaker

than the one behind her: "A la fin du roman, la j eune fem.,'i.1e

demeure plus seule qu'auparavant, sans mari et sans amant". 4

Another case of great need is that of Maurice for his

mother. Whenever overcome by terror, he pitifully evokes the

image of his mother: "Maman aide-moi; maman aide-moi" (T 196).

His mother's love for him is genuine and gratuitous for it

accepts his weaknesses without scorn. Even though it is un-

fortunate that Maurice cannot gain the affection of anyone

else, it is better that he feels some support rather than none

at all.

The only picture of a healthy conjugal relationship

in the novel concerns the lumberjack Baptiste and his wife

Marie. They have a well balanced physical and emotional

4 Gerard Bessette, Mary Jane Edwards, "Le Theme de la
solitude.•• ", JJa Revue de 1 'Universite d'Ott-awa, XXXII
(1962), 273.
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rapport with each other. Since they have only been married

two years and since Baptiste has just finished the last

winter of work in the bush, their interests are entirely

devoted to the family, home and farmland that they will have

in the future. The continuation of their love- terminates

when Baptiste is senselessly killed. As in the case of

Yolande and Gros Louis, a violent death brings an end to

happiness.

The purest form of love is that of Marthe for Dupas:

it is "un amour enveloppe de voiles blancs" (T 24f.). l\1arthe,

still single at thirty years of age, waits patiently all year

to spend a few hours talking to Dupas when he returns from

the forest. She suffers greatly when told not to wait for

him and to marry someone else. Her infinite tenderness for

him is revealed as she lovingly dresses his wounds: "Tout

ce qu'elle avait desire lui dire pendant ces dix ans ••• tout

ce q~l1'elle avai t voulu faire pour lui,. • • tou·t ce qu' el1e

avait voulu lui demander, ••• tout cela passait de son coeur

a ses doigts" (T 55). Then this young woman "qui aime sans Ie

dire mais en Ie prouvant suffisamment par des gestes tendres,

attentifs" ,5 feels a tremendous heart-ache upon accident.ally

learning he is a priest, especially since she thinks she has

Just made contact with him. At the end of the novel she

5 Guy Robert, "Le Temps des hommes", Revue dominicaine
(1964),161.
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openly manifests her love for him but he is unconscious.

Dupas's affection for her has always remained aloof

or distant as his sense of religion has been his foremost

preoccupation:

d 'elle II (T 26).

"11 la regardait, mais il voyait au-dela

liLa conscience du devoir est pIlls forte

chez Dupas que l' attrai t de' l' amour mais la bonte qui impregne

son arne fait trouver penible de demolir les reves amoureux

d'une jeune fille digne, delicate, reservee qui lui a toujours

manifeste de la sympathie ll
•

6 When goaded rather cruelly about

Marthe, he rebelled angrily since his love for her was pa-

ternal and pure and he could not tolerate someone slandering

it.

It is doubtful that a union between Dupas and Marthe

could developi that is, if the priest were to live, because

he appears to have made himself· immune to romantic love.•

As one critic points out: IIAucun des personnages ne peut

etreindre l'autre de fa90n ~ Ie rendre totalement present

et a se rendre soi-~eme present totalement. .Les couples

de Langevin sont pris dans l'impossible tentative de se

rejoindre Il7--again, with the exception of Baptiste and Marie.

In this novel one has a panoramic vision of love

6YvOn-Maurice, Andre Langevin romancier de l'inquie
tUde humaine unpublished-M.A.-thesis at Dniversi ty ·of
Mantreal f ·19'58, p. 70.

7Jean-LouisMajor, IIAndre Langevin ll
, Archives des

lettres canadiennes, III (1964), 224.
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which is either-rooted in jealousy~ physical desire, tender-

ness or purity. Yolande and Gras Louis experience a meaning-

ful but short-lived contact and the healthiest relationship

remains as that of Baptiste and Marie but it too, is neces~

sarily terminated by an involuntary death. Although love

between man and woman does not take priority over the other

forms of love in the novel, it must be emphasized that Laurier's

jealousy, arising from his selfish and overbearing need of

Yolande, is the most forceful passion of ~e.2emps des- homInes.

Man and Others

"Dans Le '1~emps des homm.es, le probleme essentiel ne

se pose plus en termes de 10. rencont.re des epoux; i.1 est plus

universel et plus particulier a 10. fois .•••Les personnages

sont orientes par 1es des irs semb1ables: tous veulent sortir

d'eux-memes". 8 That is, all the_characters naturally have a

strong desi.re to establish a close rapport with someone else;

they want to love and be loved in return. One realizes the

individual needs of each character as Langevin's technique

in the novel is to give several individual and staccato

portraits of the· characters in succession directly confion-

ting another character. The story is most often presented

through the eyes of the different characters; rarely does

one see an overall picture of group interaction other than

8Ibid ., pp. 224f.
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the functional ones of the men working together.

The majority of these individuals are concerned with

their physical necessities of work, sleep, food and pleasure;

,they are relatively simple as their lives are uncomplicated

by intellectual concerns. Langevin describes them thus:

"Des exemplaires d'hormnes, sans camouflage, reduits a

l'essentiel" (T 62).

The most self-sufficient character is Gros Louis, the

foreman who dominates his men because of his position and

physical strength. He assumes the right to take Laurier's

wife: "parce qu'il [est] Ie plus fort ll (T 19). For the same

reason, he can order Maurice to clear the road, although

Maurice's normal duty is to prepare meals, just as he can

command his gang to work as long as he deems it necessary.

Gros Louis is known for his pride and loyalty as well as his

strength (T 38); therefore, when he deceives his men by

leaving them in the bush without warning, they are all

disappointed in him. The reason fqr this betrayal is that

his self-sufficiency is not absolute; it dissolves as his

relationship with Yolande develops. Despite this defection,

he still realizes his sense of duty: therefore he does not

stay with Yolande nor run away with her in a company truck

as he feels he must deliver the provisions to his men.

Baptiste is one of the most likeable of all Langevin's

characters. His friendly disposition is undollhtedly

favourably influenced by the happy relations he enjoys with
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his wife; indeed his thoughts always go back to_her when the

two are separated as he greatly needs her presence (T 38) and

thus his self-sufficiency is also limited by love. Because he

suffers from bronchitis, he struggles fiercely not to cough

at night and thereby disturb his companions: . "Baptiste. • •

etait d'un naturel-doux et n'aimait pas causer d'embarrass"

(T 37). His amiability does not mean he is cowardly for his
- -

sense of justice causes him to intervene in a fight between

Laurier and Gros Louis on one occasion and to warn Gros

Louis that Laurier was lying in ambush on another, when no

one else takes the initiative to do so.

Although disapproving his foreman's conduct of taking

another man's "life, Baptiste tries to see things from Gros

Louis's point of view and understands that: "Un homme tout

seul c'etait un homme qui n'avait rien. Forcement, il lui

fallait prendre aux autres. Ce n'etait pas simple" (T 38).

Furthermore, he senses the loneliness of Dupas and does not

hesitate to show him friendship, however crude it may be:

Baptiste spits in the snow as this is "sa fa<;on de faire un

signe d' ami tie a un homme qu' il savai t ne pas.J:i!::t:'e heureux"

(T 69).

There are people that Baptiste dislikes but these

people do not inspire friendship; for example, the cowardly

cook who laughs to flatter others, or Laurier who unfairly

uses a gun against an unarmed man. With such people Baptiste

has little patience; he boldly defies Laurier who is trying to
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"Ton revolver, tu ne dormiras pas

avec. On t'aura a!:l}ourd'hui ou cette nuit ll (T 176).

The undisciplined priest Pierre Dupas imposes upon

himself the ideal of developing good relations with his

fellows. 9 He too is not self-reliant as he craves the

affection of man and God. After concluding that man as,

defined in the seminary, does not exist, Dupas tries for ten

long years to establish his own rapport with his fellow man.

He renders small services whether they be intervention in

their disputes, lending money, or doing small jobs but many

of these acts go unnoticed or are taken for granted. He

ocassionally advises others but this advice is unheeded: for

example, his attempt to dissuade Gros Louis from his usur-

pation of Yolande is to no avail. Even his actions are

futile for he unsuccessfully tries to interrupt a scuffle

and later to gain possession of Laurier's gun when danger is

inrrninent.

Despite these fruitless efforts to make contact with

other men, Dupas himself is primarily responsible for his

isolation. His own timidity creates a barrier between him-

self and others: "On lui reprochait son silence, son

isolement qu'on prenait pour du d§dain" (T 17). Even when

questioned about his past life, he refuses to reveal any

information; he is consistently "absent, dans un vide

9
Dupas's general attitude to others will be discussed

here and followed by a more detailed analysis in the last sec
tion since his relations with others (Laurier in particular)
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familier ne de la fatigue, de l'ennui, d'une solitude qu'il

ne cherchait plus a rompre. Un desoeuvrement de l'ame"

(T 116). He is so resigned to his solitude that he gradually

becomes indifferent to others (T 62).

Another person who has problems in communicating with

others is Maurice, "Ie pari a du camp, etre qui inspire la

repugnance, qui ne peut rejoindre les autres que par ce qu'ils

ont de plus bas".lO He desperately seeks companionship by

evoking feelings of lust with his obscene pictures. His

attitude to others vacillates between fear and scorn: it is

fear when he is ordered to do unpleasant tasks like stoking

the fire or cutting wood, and scorn when he believes he is

superior, such as when he is holding others at bay with a

gun or when he thinks he can shift the burden of his murder

on someone else. Perhaps the root of his inferiority is his

family life. Although his mother is the one person who

kindly accepts him, his father scorns and hates him and his

brother seems infinitely superior. His life is but "un long

supplice dans la grisaille" (T 84), and he therefore hopes

others are as lonely and miserable as he.

Laurier, "la cruaute des hommes" (T 115) is of the

same disagreeable breed as Maurice. He too wants others to

suffer, and to feel his own pain, which is caused by the loss

are intimately related to his attitude towards God.

lO 'b' II d h II •Plerre Go ln, Le Temps es ommes ,"Le Franga"lS
"dans Ie monde (1964), 40.
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of his wife and which "devenait une sorte de tremplin pour

torturer les autres" (T 118). Although respected for his

strength, he is mocked for his fits of jealousy and cowardly

actions. He does not play fairly as he strikes his opponent

from behind when fighting and resorts to assassination when

his desires are ·thwarted. Because of fear and loneliness

after accomplishing this fatal act, he seeks companionship

with the priest who, he knows, will not abandon him. In this

unpleasant relationship where Laurier is using Dupas for his

own ends, "un amour informe, fait de peur et de cruaute

naissait en lui pour le cure" (T 182). "Laurier, Ie chasseur,

va apporter a ses rapports avec Dupas la meme

... . t'" , . 1 .... 1 .::J" 11tenaCl e qu 1 a mlses a traquer Yo .anue

ruse, la meme

He eventually

t.ries to repress all those with whom he comes ln contaci:.

The concept of self-sufficiency is actually a myth

because the desire to be accepted and to be liked is common

to all the lumberjacks: "Entre ces etres qui s'affrontent

cruellement d'abord a l'h6tel de S~ottsvil1e, puis a un camp

isole, crest une fraternite qui se cherche".12 However, when

physically close together in their remote cabin in the woods,

they all feel horribly alone. A nervousness grips each

person: Baptiste hears imaginary wolves; Gros Louis abruptly

orders the oil lamp to be blown out at an untimely moment;

11Ib i d.• ; p. 41.

12 . 60Marcotte, Ope Clt., p. •
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Maurice is haunted by the thoughts of his own death and of the

wickedness of the world. Langevin emphasizes that: "Chacun

dormait enferme dans sa solitude" (T 89). While striving to

shatter the carapace of loneliness around each man, Dupas

finds that: "11 etait difficile et peri1leux d'aimer dans

la solitude, sans l'appui d'un systeme connu ou tout etait

prevu" (T 90); without the support: of his theology, he is

destitute and helpless.

Renald Berube shows that when the men feel most alone,

they 'all long for love and dream of getting outside th selves:

Tant bien que mal, chacun demande au r@ve
une sorte d'ersatz protecteur contre la rea1.itp.;
et tous, tous r@vent d'amour. Baptiste r@ve a
sa femme; Maurice a so. mere et aux plus belles
comediennes; Gras Louis a so. soeur et a Yolande;
Laurier a Yolande embrassee par Gras Louis; le
cure, a l'humanite humblement aimee et peut···
etre a Marthe. 13

The unhealthy atmosphere of the forest especially

after the dese:rt.:i.on of Gras Louis adds to their loneline~s:

"La foret, a la fin de l'hiver, leur donnait la fievre, les

hallucinait" (T 111). Isolated in an inhospitable territory

.characterized by death and decay, the men desperately search

for anything to calm themselves: Baptiste becomes totally

inebriated as he fears solitUde for the first time and feels

as abandoned as a child. Laurier's solitude increases after

13Renald Bp.rube, "L'Hiver dans le temps des hommes",
Cahiers Sainte-Marie, I (1966), 13.
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he kills Gros Louis and following Baptiste's death, he once

again "ecouta la solitude tomber sur lui conune une pluie"

(T 193).

Two men have been murdered and a third banished from

the camp. Of the two remaining men, the onus is on the timid

priest to break the curse of loneliness and fear and to bring

something better from misfortune.

Langevin's heroes characteristically share the same

solitude as those of Malraux in La Condition humaine.

Referring to this book,W. M. Frohock states: "The badge of

this generally shared condition is man's loneliness. Each

of the characters in turn suffers from solitude". 14 The same

statement could apply equally well to Le Temps des hommes

and to all Langevin's novels; indeed, Langevin himself

acknowledges the influence of Malraux on the writers of his

.. .,.b t"'" 15 S' 1 I' .generat10n 1n a reV1ew 1n L1 er e. 1nce one 1ness 1S

such a deplorable state, it is a key factor in producing an

insatiable longing for love and is therefore integral to the

theme of this work.

Man and God

In Le Temps des hommes, there is a recognition of God

on the part of the characters, no matter how slight this may

14W• M. Frohock, "The Power and the Glory", Malraux,
R. w. B. Lewis (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1964--),

56.

51.
15 d - - .An re Langev1n, "Albert Camus", Liberte, II (1960),
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be. Baptiste shows this recognition when he follows his

religious duties by repeating his aves over the corpse of a

companion. Moreover, in the general context of the three

novels, one may confidently attribute some element of literary

significance to even the most idiomatic references to God

such as Gros Louis saying of Yolande: "E11e se jette sur moi

comme si j'etais Dieu 1e Pere" (T 99). Here the reader is

reminded of God as the Heavenly Father as is seen in the first

two works. Yet Gros Louis never turns to this God as he him

self apparently has no real religious faith; it is: "sa

soeur [qui est] son unique echappee sur 1a douceur et 1e

mystere du ~nonde" (T 87).

In addition to the conceptual association of the

father and the Christian Deity, the idea of the mother is

also important to the characters' comprehension of God:

"Meme l'idee de Dieu en eux etait confuse. I1s l'associaient

a leur mere et a leur mort" (T 62). One can assume that the

feelings of the characters about God have been largely deter

mined by the relations they have experienced with their own

parents, the symbolic representations of God. It is there

fore significant that the majority of individuals in the

novel are virtual orphans.

Dupas, who lost his father at two years of age and

who was abandoned at twelve by his mother, associates God

with his adoptive father, the kindly abbe Pottier. The fact

that Gros Louis and his sister were orphans at a very early
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age may account for their lack of interest in God. Likewise,

Yolande and Marthe" as adolescents, lost their mother "lilho was

constantly being replaced by a different cleaning woman each

year; these sisters also appear to lack faith.

The only glimpse of a parent-child relationship

(except for that of Maurice, which is recorded and not wit

nessed) is that of Arthur Derome and his two daughters. He

is not a good father as he hardly concerns himself with his

offspring nor does he show them any love; he accuses the gentle

Marthe of being slow and lazy and does not care to understand

her problems. Yolande is unquestionably delighted when she

defies him by allovling others to "kiss her in his presence.

He too realizes that: "Il n'avait jamais eu l'art avec ses

filles qui ne l'avaient jamais admis dans leurs univers " (T 211).

Clearly, if God is symbolically represented by a character's

parents, and if no love exists between the parent and child,

if indeed he has a parent at all, there is little if any love

for God. Mpreover, the men being scimple, uncomplicated beings

are without much concern for a Superior Being or an afterlife.

Therefore, the question of a God of love or of anything else

does not affect them greatly.

One portrait of a priest is that of Monseigneur Major,

a man consumed by self-love as opposed to love of God; he

looks at the church as a means to fulfill himself and to bring

out his O\vn capabilities I GIlly to be disappointed when his
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illusions, lui aussi avait reve de jouer un grand role dans

l'Eglise" (T 145). W. E. Collin aptly points out that Major

has turned away from God: "He had spent twenty-five years

in church administration and had lost his soul somewhere along

the road. Holiness, for him, meant finding money to build

16churches, provide for sacraments, masses etc.". Major

takes it upon himself to justify the temporal role of the

church and leaves the Care of souls to his fellow clergy-

man.

In contrast to the attitude of these characters is

the unlimited confidence in God on the part of the mother of

the dying boy. Although first doubting that God could be

entrusted to someone as young as Dupas, she soon believes

that through him, God will bring about the miracle of saving

her innocent son; she authoritatively assures Dupas: "II va

guerir. Je sais maintenant que vous Ie guerirez'" (T 134).

When the desired ~iracle fails, she is devoid of any feeling

except indifference as her hope has been crushed and as she

cannot comprehend what has just happened. The reader can

only infer that even during those moments when the characters

have intense passion for God, His absence is cruelly felt.

82.
16 "Andre: Langevin. ". . , Tamarack Review, X (1959),
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The attribution of certain Biblical names to corres

ponding characters in ~e Temps des hommes may be significant.

Since the title of the novel is derived from Job 10,5, the

Biblical connotations of the names must be examined, although

it is unknown to what extent Langevin intended these conno':"

tations to be taken. Marthe can be compared to the Biblical

Martha known as the worker, who is reprimanded by Christ for

being more concerned with the temporal matters than spiritual

needs. In contrast, Langevin IS l-1arthe, a waitress, is told by

the priest Dupas to think of her temporal life and to marry.

The fact that he does not approach her on spiritual grounds

nor concern her with the love of God, implies that he, already

having rejected the dogma of original sin, now associates

his role with the Martha role; that is, through the serving

of men, or through good works, he is seeking salvation.

Although the choice of the common French-Canadian

name Baptiste may not have any Biblical overtones, it is

interesting to note that John the Baptist and the Baptiste

of the novel are both believers who are violently killed. It

is possible to deduce that the Christian God permits the

slaughter of those who love and believe in Him.

The affinity between Pierre Dupas and the apostolic

Peter is perhaps most important of all. The latter, who is

the first to recognize Jesus as the Messiah and who thereafter

pledges his devotion to Him, later betrays Him. Similarly

Pierre who intensely desires to serve God, denies Him at the
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bedside of a dying boy. It is suggested that the person who

has dedicated his life to loving God and helping men can

easily fail them both and himself as well. Indeed, there is

also a parallel between st. Peter holding the keys to heaven

and Dupas wanting to be the link between man and God.

Pierre Dupas is unquestionably the central character

of Le Temps des hommes and to appreciate his predicament

fully, it is necessary to examine both his relationship with

God and with man.

Pierre's devotion to_the Christian God originated in

his affection for a timid and rather unorthodox priest named

Pottier who emphasized the physical activities over the other

duties of his ministry and who sincerely believed that sin

was practically non-existent in men. It was this simple soul

who above all stressed the love of mankind that served as a

model priest for Dupas.

Consequently "par d§sir d'aimer, il [Dupas] s'§tait

engag§ dans Ie sacerdoce. II voulait aller vers les hommes".17

As the text reveals: "II avait envisag§ Ie sacerdoce comme

une sorte de m§decine impr§cise••••Un ministere presque

plus physique que spirituel" (T 63). The teachings of the

seminary which, in contrast to those of Pottier, stressed

separation from "sinful" humanity, bewildered Dupas completely.

17 .MaJor, Ope cit., p. 224.
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He remained irresistibly attached to the world of men: "De

tout ce q~'ori lui avait enseign§ il n'avait retenu que Ie

'Aime z-vous les uns les autres" (T 141). Thus he left:the

seminary intent upon forcing the world's consent to his

message of love.

On his very first mission he became disillusioned

with his priestly role. His crisis occurred as a result of

the physical suffering of a dying boy and the men·tal suffering

of the mother. As he later recognized (T 147), by praying for

the child's life rather than for the soul, he had chosen man

in preference to God. Because of his disbelief in the idea

of original sin, God's justice and all the other theological

trappings he had been taught, he then, like Alain Dubois of

Poussiere sur la ville, desired to carry out his work

exclusively on the level of man:

hounnes" (T 155).

"Aller ~ Dieu par les

However, Dupas found himself helplessly isolated from

man in spit~ of his intentions 'bo: , "§tablir une counmmication

amoureuse entre les hommes pour valoriser l'immense somme de

18leurs souffrances". He neither belonged to the world of

God nor to the world of man: he was "en suspens dans une

zone de refus" (T 43).

18B-- .1erl.u)e, Ope cit., p. 16.
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After a lapse of ten years Dupas is finally approached

by a fellow man when Laurier relates his marital problems to

him. At this moment, "il y a fondamentalement un besoin de

servir longtemps inemploye, enfin assouvi,,19 in the heart of

the young priest. Finding it exceedingly difficult to pity

and to help someone as arrogant as Laurier, Dupas becomes

aware of his own inadequacy: "Pour la premi~re fois qu'il

etait en foret •••quelqu'un exigeait l'essentiel, et il avait

les mains vides" (T 120).

After being probed, he humbly admits he is a priest

while claiming at the same time that this is not important as

he wants to reach Laurier as a man. For this same reason

Dupas later does not use his priestly authority to forbid

Laurier to comnit murder. Iron~cally it is Laurier, "Ie

moins indulgent des temoins" .(T129) who allows Dupas to have

a certain perspective on his own life; Dupas thinks he can

communicate with Laurier and thus eventually help to save

Laurier's soul by confessing his failure as a priest. Indeed,

because he does temporarily establish a sense of fraternity

with Laurier who states: "Au fond ties un homme comme moi"

(T 148), Dupas hopes to prevent Laurier from committing

murder and thereby redeem his own soul and justify his past

19 d'" L . . b' F . 1 1An. re angevln to Plerre Go ln, Le rans-als· ·ca11s e
Monde (1964), see p. 38.
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life. Dupas explains: "Tu ne vois pas Laurier, que de

l'enfant a toi la boucle se ferme. Peut-etre ne suis-je

venu ici il y a dix ans que pour t'attendre" (T 158).

Nevertheless, Laurier carries out his murder plans

and feels little but fear and hatred (T 179) for Dupas who

had betra¥ed the murder plans to Baptiste. At the same time,

Laurier clings to the priest with "un amour informe, fait de

peur et de cruaute" (T 182) because there is no one else to

whom he can turn.

Recognizing his failure among men, Dupas makes an

about-face in accepting the God of the seminary and in

conditionaliy offering this God the suffering of the child of

ten years before in return for the soul of Gros Louis and the

salvation of Laurier: "11 [Dupas] revenait aDieu parce

qu'il n'avait pas reussi avec les hommes. 11 ne possedait

qu'une disponibilite" (T 184). Since his love o£humanity

has proved ineffectual, he now bestows his unused love on God.

Yet just as the child could not swallow the host until it had

completely lost its consistency so too does the doubting

Dupas eventually accept God, but only after he has accused

Him of injustice and has almost lost his own soul in the

process.

The priest appears to be personally addressing God

when he reads Job's lament which is strikingly similar to

Dubois's statement in Poussiere sur la ville: "II doit ou
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m'ecraser definitivement ou faire cesser mon supplice" (P 120).

The implications of the Biblical passage are that Job wonders

why he should be so heavily afflicted when he has always been

exceptionally good. Despite his questioning of God he never

ceases to have lI an indestructible longing for the God whom he

cannot understand".20

It is significant that Langevin omits Job 10,3:

"Pourrais-·tu favoriser les mauvais desseins des mechants?1I

when quoting Job 10,1-6. If Dupas truly does believe in God

at this moment, as one is led to assume, he must accept the

fact that he, unlike the innocent Job, had been guilty of

betraying God at the child's bedside and that God did not

f h·· k d 21 ._avour lS WlC.e ways. In any case, Dupas seems to mlS-

trust God as he cannot understand why God is mak~ng his life

so difficult.

Later Dupas accepts to follow Laurier on a dangerous

trek through a deserted land because he claims he can help

Laurier, and that the jus·tice of men is not his concern and

also because Laurier IIrepresente sa derniere chance de

communication avec une societe qui ne l'a pas encore accepte ll ;22

20.. f . bl d . (Dlc·tlonary 0 the Bl e, e . James Hastlngs New
York: ScrIbners' Sons, 194-7"), p. 471.

21This passage lends itself to several interpreta~
tions. The guilty person could be anyone of Dupas, Laurier
or Yolande, or could refer to them all generally as each one
has betrayed God in some way.

22y M •. von-p.LaUrlCe,
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.that is, Dupas, still in a limbo between God and man, wants

to ally himself to the side that will accept him and to serve

as a link between the two sides because he requires the love

of both God and man.

When Laurier reminds him of his failure among men:

"T'es pas un homme comme les autres" (T 200), the priest plans

to stay with him no matter what the outcome will be: "11

Ie suivrait jusqu'a ce qu'il se rende ou qu'il emporte avec

lui son refus" (T 202)Q After accepting responsibility as a

23priest for the child's agony and death, Dupas is warned that

he will never be given charge of Laurier's soul for Laurier

has no desire to absolve them both before the eyes of God.

Dupas then wonders whether his conduct really does amount to

nothing but "un vulgaire troc'J (T 217) and whether he will

ever again possess the fervour or purity of a real priest.

At this point, "Dupas n'avait meme plus pitie. 11

avait une tache a accomplir, mecanique presque, qui etait

de soutenir Laurier et de 1e relever chaque fois qu'il

tomberait ll (T 224). As Jean-Louis Major points out, the

priest is part of an absurd universe where there are no given

solutions: "Pour Pierre Dupas dans Le Temps des hommes,

'l'existence prendra la forme sisyphienne de l'engagement dans

23L . t 11 h'aurler e s lm:
enfant" (T 216).

"TU.dis que tu as tue un
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24l'absurde". Any lingering hope Dupas may have to redeem

Laurier and himself is lost when he kills the delirious Laurier

out of self-defense: "Ainsi est perdue la derni~re chance du

pretre, qui cherchait sa redemption par le rachat d'une arne

egaree" 25 The mentally and physically exhausted priest is

now figuratively dead himself: "Un lien venait d'etre coupe

entre 1a vie et lui. 11 ba110ttaitau gre du vent. 11 deri-

vait. 11 perdait son arne, grain a grain derri~re lui" (T 230).

Dupas has been completely disillusioned with man and

with God because he has failed to communicate his love to

either. His problem is that of seeking salvation of men in

a world where God does not answer. Even when he opted for

man, there was no question of his rivalling God as "[il] reste

..... '1 . . 1--,,26pretre et l poursult un Dleu caCle .

Moreover, since God is absent, Dupas as a priest is

meaningless; as the title suggests, the author obviously

favours "le temps des hornmes". However, Dupas cannot be a

man among men because, as his theology professor once told

him, a priest outside the protective walls of his theology,

neither belongs to the world of God nor to: that of man; he is

perpetually condemned to be a misfit, an intruder (T 43).

24 __0p~.~c~i_t., p. 222.

25Gerard Tougas, The French Review, XXX (April 1957),
411.

26Marcotte, op. c~t., p. 59.
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Thus Dupas, the semi-man,is meaningless also, and his love

will necessarily be in vain.

Langevin has combined Dupas's impossibility of loving

man with the impossibility of loving an absent God. Indeed

God is essentially absent for all the characters of the novel,

even for those who, like the mother of the unconscious child

have a burning passion for God and who ardently desire his

presence and a tangible sign of His love.

Futhermore the characters are denied fraternal love;

there is no evidence of intimacy between the lonely lumberjacks

and contact is limited to that of work. Only two of the men

seek companionship with their fellow workers: Maurice, who

is doomed to failure because of his unlikeable nature and

Dupas, who is too reticent and timid to encourage friendship

except for a moment~ry contact with Laurier (T 148).

Love between man and woman is portrayed as having the

best chance to prosper. Yet when two people succeed in over-

coming the usual difficulties in communication by establishing

a mutual love as in the cases of Baptiste and Marie, Gras

Louis and Yolande, and Gras Louis and his siste~ an external

force, like that of death, can eliminate the continuation of

this love.

In an interview with Michelle Tisseyre, Langevin reveals

the following with regard to his last novel,' LeTemps des
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. hOIIinie s •

Crest Ie drame d'un pretre tres ordinaire qui
est tellement scandalise par la souffrance d'un
enfant, qui symbolise les souffrances absurdes de
l'humanite, qu'il decide d'abandonner Ie sacerdoce,
pour n~etre qu'un homme parmi les hommes. Mais
i:1 vi t en reclus, en marge des hmmnes, il n' accepte
pas ce qu'il y a de vivant dans la vie - l'amour,
Ie mariage, - donc son experience echoue. 27

One has the impression that if Dupas had accepted Marthe's

love, his life would have been a success-~possibly because he

already had the right attitude to others: love of humanity.

During this same interview, Langevin rejects his first novel

which, he explains, "correspond a une periode de rna vie que

je veux oublier, qui est morte pour moi".28 In this novel the

pessimistic Cherteffe fought for his own solitude at great

length, and Benoit renounced his attempt to love humanity and

woman. One may presume that Langevin, at the end of his

career as a novelist29 and himself possessed by "[un] amour

passionne de l'humanite,,30 has reached the~tq<Je _where he

feels that love is a possible solution to man's problems.

27 1 .La Revue pOpll alre (September 1961), p. 7.

28·Ibid., p. 7.

29See Bessette and Edwards, Ope cit., p. 279.

30Michelle Tisseyre, La Revue populaire (September
1961), p. 7.



CONCLUSION

Most critics have emphasized solitude as the initial

postulate, if not the cardinal theme of the novels of Andre

Langevin. The desire to overcome this solitude, to get out

side oneself by achieving a meaningful communication with

others is inherent in all Langevin's characters. The extent

to which they are successful is in direct proportion to the

degree to which a mutual love is established.

The author appears to be obsessed with the longing

to find a loving God or to see some evidence of His benevolence

to man. In the first novel, humanity is portrayed as craving

eternity as well as knowing that such a thing does not exist.

Jean Cherteffe simply disregards any thoughts about a

Supreme Being by making earthly relations the object of his

life. On~ gets the impression of a development in Langevin's

thought in the second novel, for the idea of God is not dis

missed entirely; instead Dubois is left in doubt as to whether

God exists or not and he concludes that the only way to deal

with his problem is to fight against this enigmatic Deity

by directing his affection towards man. Finally, in the

third novel the central character accepts the existence of

God and devotes his life to loving and serving this God

but these actions are to no avail.

In all these works, man's desire or love for God

107
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proves to be in vain; God's love is absent just as He him

self may be absent. Connected with the idea of God, or to

that which replaces God; i.e., fate in the first novel, is

the theme of the death of innocent children: a tubercular

child dies after two days of suffering in EVade" de "la nui t;

a hydrocephalic baby is necessarily killed at the moment of

birth in Po"ussiere"surla ville and a child afflicted with

cerebral meningitis dies after suffering tremendous physical

pain in"L"e Temps" de"s holTImes. Furthermore the priest Dupas

is led to kill the very person whom he is trying to bring

to God. If anything positive can be stated about Langevin's

God, it is that rather than possessing love, He only seems

capable of expressing hostility towards mankind. Since it is

commonly believed that evidence of a kindly God can be found

in a beautiful and hospitable nature, Langevin's desolate

and forlorn landscapes would be regarded as a sign of cosmic

-hostil-Ity: the inimical qualitiesoftbe forest at night and

the glaring sun subjugate Jean and Marcel respectively; the

perpetual falling of asbestos dust and rain in Macklin

oppresses the Dubois couple, and the unhealthy atmosphere of

death and decay in the outdoors hallucinates the lumberjacks

in th~ir isolated cabin in the woods. Thus, the hope that

man would be able to free himself from his solitude by means

of a reciprocal love between himself and God is dismissed

as impossible. The absence of a loving God was suggested

even in the first novel when Jean was completely disillusioned
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with this idea at the death of his father, who symbolized God

in Jean's mind.

Fraternal love is also presented as a possible solution

to man's isolation. The first Langevinian "hero" meets a

measure of success in his own development as he, in the be

ginning, attempts to reach his fellow man for entirely selfish

reasons, and then is willing to undergo any amount of self

denial in order to help his protege for whom he has acquired

a genuine compassion. Jean does reach Benoit but only in a

limited way for Benoit never returns his affection nor does

he allow Jean to think that anything satisfactory has emerged

from their relationship. There is a more positive evidence of

fra ternal love in" PO"us"s"ie"re" "sHY Ta Vi"l"le since Dubois is able

to merit the sympathy and friendship of those who know him per

sonally (as opposed to professionally) and since he intends to

gain the affection of the rest of the townpeople who appear to

be without sympathy for him. His future success is indicated

by the final humanization of the previously indifferent and

unfeeling Jim. Finally, Dupas's love for his fellow man is

not an end in itself; it is rather a means by which he tries

to find God and to bring about his own salvation. His de-

sire for salvation does not specifically limit the value of

his fraternal love as he requires both the love of man and

of God. Rather it is his own timidity and silence which

create a barrier between himself and others, and which is

only brokon in a momentary contact with Laurier. Since
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Cherteffe and Dupas ultimately fail to reach their fellow

. man while Dubois succeeds in creating mutual compassion bet-

ween himself and his friends,' FO'us's'i'eY'e' 'S'1.1X' Ta' ViTle is

Langevin's best expression of fraternal love.

Jean-Louis Major justly observes the following with

regard to Langevin's novels as a whole: "C'est ce rapport

difficile et jamais termin§ de l'individu avec l'autrui', qui

constitue la trame essentielle et la continuit§ de l'oeuvre

romanesque d'Andr§ Langevin." 1 Indeed, this rapport that

the characters are seeking is none other than the bond of

love.

Inherent in the desire to be loved is the concern

·with oneself, as this desire indicates a greater care for

one's own interests than for those of others: for example

Jean's need to create a bond with Benolt and later with

Micheline, Madeleine's need of'H§tu, and Laurier's need of

Yolande all emerge from self-preoccupation. In Langevin's

relationships between man and woman, sexual attraction and

the desire for sexual gratification are always important _,_

features. However this physical desire can lead to perversion

as in the cases of Maurice and Arthur Derome, or eventually

to understanding and compassion as in the cases of Jean, Du-

bois and Gros Louis.

As opposed to the desire to be loved, love given to

1"Andr§ Langevin",' Ar'chive's' 'de's' 'l'e'ttr'e·s' 'c'a'n'a'di'e'nties,
III (1964), 208.
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another is basically self-effacing and gratuitous: for example

Micheline accepts that Jean is free to leave her and to do

as he pleases; Dubois too places the whimsical desires of

his wife above his own needs and Marthe is grateful for the

few hours a year spent with Dupas although she obviously

would like much more time with him. Moreover, Gros Louis's

affection for his sister, and that of Micheline and of Benoit

for Claude, brim with tenderness and a strong desire to bring

happiness to their respective proteges.

Thus, from the foregoing summary one can now conclude

that love, for Andre Langevin, is constituted by a self

interested desire for affection which can lead to an altruistic

tenderness, including all the varying degrees of affection in

the gamut between the two.

It is important that in the first two novels, love

is victorious over death, and in the second, it is actually

brought about through death. Howev-er, in the Last Hovel,

there is a more realistic attitude as Gros Louis's death

causes Yolande intense grief and Baptiste's death terminates

the only successful marital relationship in Langevin's novels.

Furthermore, it is interesting to trace the develop

ment of certain characteristics in the novels. Jean's

absolutism, dissatisfaction and selfishness are evident in

Madeleine and they appear partially in Yolande. These

qualities essentially pertain to the association of man and

woman since Jean's desire to have contact with his fellow
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man is not seen in Madeleine or Yolande. Furthermore a

definite parallel can be drawn between the tenderness and

understanding of Micheline in her romantic and fraternal

relationships, and the same feelings in Dubois and Dupas-

an exception must be made for Dupas whose love of woman is

not distinct from that of humanity in general. When two

people are portrayed with very similar characteristics and

are supposedly suited to each other, i.e., Marthe and Dupas,

contact between them is made impossible because of lack

of interest on the part of one of the characters (Dupas) ,

who believes he is concerned with infinitely higher interes·ts.

Thus, in Dupas are summed up all man's failure to

establish relationships: His love of God and of humanity are

ineffectual and love of woman is never seriously attempted.

Although his failure may serve as an indication of how diff

icult it is to establish a mutual love, it also may be

attributed to his persona.l inadequacy. As has been !31].own,

Langevin himself points out that Dupas's refusal to accept

and to return the love that Marthe offers him, is the princi

pal reason for his downfall.

GUy Sylvestre makes the following comment on Lange

vin' s attitude to the characters of PO'us's'ier'e' 'surla ville:

"Ce qui est certain, c'est que cette piti~ qu'il ~prouve

pou~ ses personnages, et qui est tres sensible aux dernieres

pages, est un ~tat interm~diaire qui peut aussi bien d~-
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generer en refus ou se transmuer en amour.,,2 It can most

fairly be assumed that Langevin does indeed feel a great

affection for all the characters he has created and for their

desperate struggle to find love and happiness in a world

where the task of achieving meaningful communication is so

arduous. In any case, whatever Langevin's intentions may

be, the reader himself can surely not be insensitive to the

plights of the Langevinian heros: Micheline and Jean achieve

union in death; Dubois who is left without the person whom

he adores, and in whose name he will continue to ~ive; Yolande

and Marthe respectively suffering from the death and unre-

qui ted love of their men and finally Dupas whose sincere

attempts to help the humanity he loved resulted in dismal

failure. Truly, compassion for these lonely and SUffering

characters must be one of the dominant sentiments evoked

when one reads the novels of Andre Langevin.

Undoubtedly sQlitude is a_prominent feature of

Langevin's works; yet coupled with solitude is the strong

desire to communicate with others: to love and to be loved

in return. Langevin eliminates the possibility of loving

God and suggests that love of others and love between man

and woman is extremely difficult to achieve yet at the same

time it is a positive goal towards which one must work and

through which one can obtain a measure of relief from soli tude.
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